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Abstract
Various aspects the feeding ecology o f ifaetil^M . Ortochroims niloticus (L.), were 
investigaled. An ultrastnictuial and histological survey o f the pharyngeal apparatus 
associated with filler feeding, inlabotatosy-hddfish, demonstrated that the developnirat 
was complete by approximately 40 mm SJL The filter apparatus would appear not to 
worit as a passive sieve « « t  die presence o f large numbers o f mucus cells substantiate a 
tfaeocy o f mucus entrapment o f algae. Three mucosubstances were demonstrated to be 
produced by the pharyngeal Nentralandsialyatedmncins were produced by the
mucus cells o f the gill raken and were prc^nsed to be involved in die filtering process.
The mucus cells o f the tooth sockets in the pharyngeal pads produced a sulphated 
nuif/imihataiir«» and tius was pToposed to act u  a heavy’ lubricant during the raking action 
o f the pads. A SEM study revealed ulirastnictural differences in the mucus related to 
fimctioo.
A  quantitative invesdgatioa o f filter feeding revealed the mgesdoo and filtration rate 
dynanncs o f O. nUoiicus grazing on two species o f blue-green algae, Anabaena 
cyliiuirica and Microcystis aeruginosa. Both 40 nun and 8S nun S fish were
demonstrated cqiable o f filter feeding on the above pfayttqidankton. The results
substandaied a universality in die fundamental regulatory mechanisms o f suspension 
feeders.
During fieldworit in Thailand the feeding ecology o f small (■ 35 mm S i. )  and large (-  8C 
mm S i. )  O. niloticus was investigated. The results demonstrated the diverse dietary 
habits o f both size classes o f fish, iiKluding detridvoiy, hcrbivory andcarmvory. The 
proposed switch in diet at approximately 60 mm T i ,  fiom ormuvoious, particulate 
feeding to phytoplankdvorous filter feeding, was shown not to be an obligate event The 
ultrastnictural and histological investigation revealed similar findings to the laboratory-held 
O. niloticus. The histological results indicate continual mucus production fiom the

Chapter 1 
Introduction
•LMoitointoibsSMofConM. reiUzii« dwt 
w* bicoaw ftm v« ■ p «t of it*
Slsinbeck, ThtLoffrom tMt Sta of Conti.
The tilapiu are ddilid fishes of Afiica and the Levant tint have become diqxned
tfanittgbottt the warm countries cX the world for fish-fuming. The funily Cichlidae is 
widely distributed in A fiics (including Madagascar) and Palestine, in South and Central 
Amerksi, in aoutfaem hidia and in Sri Tanka (Lagler cr ed., 1977). Tiewavas (1983)* 
described extensively the mouth-brooding tilapia, placing the ^>ecies into three genera, 
Sarotherodon, Oreochromis aaiDaiuAilia. Substrate-spawning qjwcies, belonging to 
the genus Tilapia, were not considered.
The potential trftihpia as good aquaculture species is widely accepted and must be due, in 
part, to the fict that the majori^ o f cultured tilapias feed as micro* or macro- herlnvores 
and detridvores (Balarin & Hatton, 1979). Howevo’, they are also ciqwble o f utilizing sn 
enormously wide variety o f fee natural foods available in tn^cal waters (Bowen, 1982). 
Infect, Philippart & Ruwet (1982) stated feat a comparison o f feeding in fee same species 
o f tilapia in a large range o f water bodies reveals a very great variability o f feeding regime. 
This is an element the remaricable plasticity and ectdogical adaptability o f tilqnas.
Present knowledge o f the feeding mechanisms and dietary habits o f phytoplanknvorous 
tilapia species has come fixxn a large numbo' o f studies which demonstrate fee great 
variability in feeding ecology within and among such species.
* The taxonomic claniflctiioaorTlrewavas (1983) is used throughoat this thesis.
Weatfaeriy (1972) stated that it may be rdadvety simide to infer the genenl nature o f a 
fish's food fiom  a knowledge of its fundamental moiphology. Lazzaro (1987) proposed 
that the evcAutk» fiom macro^iagy to microphagy is madted by the development o f 
q)ecialiaed ttroctmes, including elaborate giU laken. The use of intricate gQl takers in the 
filter feediiig o f planktivoroua fishes has been well documented (e.g. Dz. de Ciechomski, 
1967; Shen. 1969; Iwata. 1976; King & MacLeod. 1976; Hoaslerernf., 1979; 
aCoaneU. 1981; Rosen &  Hales, 1981). However, Suyehiro (1942) noted that a 
number o f families contain plankdvorousqtedes that possess very coane gin rakers. The 
simite form o f the gill taken in pfaytoplankthrorous dlapia species has been observed by
many reseatchers (Fish, 1951; Greenwood, 1953; Whitehead, 1959; Ttewavas, 1983).
Numerous teseatchen have considered gill takers as passive sieves (Durbin & Durbin, 
1975; Rosen &  Hales, 1981; Diennerrta/., 1984a; Mummett &  Dienner, 1986). Whilst 
this mechanism would appear feasible for species with elaborate, comb-like takers, 
comparable to the filtering appendages o f many zoofdankton ^ tecies (Nival 3c Nival,
1976), die giU taker morphology o f Ortochromis luloticus (Litmaeus) does not ^ ipear to 
rrprrtfnf an efficient passive device due to their conqiatatively small size and wide 
spacing. Fryer &  lies (1972) described the feeding t^patatus o f dUqiias as simple
and unspecialised. However, various woriceis have lecendy diqiuted that even the 
sieve-like o f the zooplankton filtering appendages actually act as passive sieves. 
Koehl & Strickler (1981) observed that the feeding appendages o f ctqtepods behaved as 
'paddles' rather than 'sieves'. Parcels o f water containing particles were captured and the 
water removed by squeezing it out (Paffmihdfer a  ai^  1982; Strickler, 1982).
La Barbera (1984) states that virtually all suspension feeders capture particles fimn the
water at low Reyndds numbers with cylindrical filtering elements. The Reynolds number 
(Rg) is the ratio o f inertial to viscous forces fora flow situation:
where P U the density, v is  the relative velocity o f a fluid serous solid <4iject and h is t 
linear dimension o f the object and p the dynamic viscosity o f the fluid. In a situation 
s^iere the water flow around an element occurs at a k>w Reynolds number the flow is 
lum wr nH vi«cnui ftvees dominate rather than inertial foroes. Reynedds numbers leu  
than 1 are considered representative laminar cooditioos. Genisten & Potter (1982) 
demonstrated that the surface chemistiy o f both particlu and fiUering appendagu is 
impoctant for Daphnia magna feeding at low Reynolds numbers. Likewise, Braimah 
(1987) found increased filtering efficiency in immature SimuUwn bivattaamt and 
IsoKfdua composais bearing dabonte sieve-like filtering q)pendagu indicating adhesk» 
particles to filtering structures probably by faydrophilic-hydrophobic or ionic interaction.
Exceptions involving the use o f cylindrical filtering elements include anuran tadpoles 
(Wassersug & Rosenb^, 1979) and larva) lanqxey (Mallat, 1981). However, 
Waaaetsng & Rosenberg (1979) estimated that flow near the surface o f the branchial food 
traps would occur at low Reynolds numbers, although they stated that the structure o f Ae 
food traps do not lend themselvu to a simple hydrodynamic analysis. Frmdland (1985) 
estimated that the Reynolds number for the flow regime around the branchiospinulu 
(secondary projections o f the gill taken) o f the Atlantic menhaden, Brevooma lyrannus, 
would be 2-3. Therefore, the flow  would be in a transitional state o f turbulence.
Greenwood (1953) proposed mucus entrapment o f phytoidanktoa in die filtering feeding 
mechanism o f Oreochromis escuUraus. Sinha (1975) stated simplistkally that 
herbivrxous species, such u  Labeo rohita, requited large quantities o f mucus for trapping 
and transporting food particles and, therefore, had large numben o f mucus cells in the
bttcco-phafyngeal regk». Carnivoniu speciei, bycootrait, tnchu Clonas batrachus, 
requiring ksi mucus hid a ipene occuntnce o f mncus cells, ^tocul entripincnt 
in»«-hni«iti« in (ospeasioB fccden luve been propoeed for odier fish species (Robodisin, 
1982; Friedliiid, 1985; Sibbing & Uríbe, 1985). for In vtl Isnqirey (Mallatt. 1981) and 
nnmenMis anman tadpides (Savage, 1952; Kenny, 1969a,b; Wassenng, 1972).
Debite diedivenity o f filter feeders and. indeed, proposed filtering mechanisnu in
aquatic ammab Seale <r of. (1982) proposed a nmversality in the fimdamental regulatory 
mechamsms of suspensión feeding. This staieinent was niade in view the similar
feeding responses of invertebrate and laij^ x  ^suspension feeders.
Hk  results of quantitative filler feeding studies have been used to ereate functx»al
responie models. A  number o f curves (rectilinear, Ivlev, Micbaelis-Menten) have been 
fitted to from filter feeding studies on zooplankton (MuUin eroL, 1975); ta ttles  
(Seale &  Wassersug, 1979; Seale 3t Beckvar, 1980; Seak etat^ 1982) and fish (Ivlev, 
1961; Drenner «r al^  1987). The Mkhaelis-Menton curve w u fitted to results for filler 
feeding Sandierodon galilaeus (Dienner era/., 1987) although inert parades and not 
natural food items were used in the trials. Infact, MuUin era/. (1975) demonstrated
ttatitticaily that all three curves could be justifiably fitted to the zooplankton data. Despite
much work on the functional response o f filter feeding zooplankton and anuían tai^ ioles 
litde data exists on filter feeding fish species.
The ]Ayto|danktivoroos diet o f large O. nilodcus is well documented (Fryw & Des,
1972; Moriarty &Moiiarty, 1973; Trewavas, 1983; Getachew, 1987). Several workers 
have noted an ontogenetic shift in the diet and feeding inodes for O. mtoncus (Yashouv & 
Chervinski, 1961). Moriarty er al. (1973) observed a switch from 'peeking' at plant and 
animal material In 'gulping' water containing suspended phytoplankton. Such 
observations were summed up by Trewavas (1983) who stated that, in the natural habitat.
Ac feeding mode and diet o f the tilqiia, O.nilodcus, changes from omnivon«u 
paiticalate feeding, i^^ ien young fry, to pfayto|rianktivorou8 filter feeding by 60 mm total
t
length (•• 50 mm standard length).
Ifowever, the contradictoty results several wodten suggest that die twitch in diet and 
feeding mode qipean not to be an obligate event Yashouv &  CSiervintki (I960) found 
diat O.mloticut were cqiable o f ingesting a wide spectrum o f prey items available in the 
pond. Pantasdcoernf. (1982) found good growth o f O.nUodcus fry (initial weight« 
0.012g) feeding solely in suqiensioat c i {diytoplankion incloding the species ChhreUa 
tUipsoidm, NaiuiochloHs tp. and Scentdesmus guadricauda. Consideiing the 
microtcopic size o f die algae the fish must have been'punqi'filter feeding, despite being 
well below the standard length at which the diet shift is rqxx t^  to take jdace in the wild. 
Lazano (1987) defined 'punqi' filter feeders as those fish using diythmic sucdons to 
capture prey items, while swimming slowly, or remaining quite stadonary.
In view o f the above information the aim o f this thesis was to conduct a detailed 
investigatioa o f various aqiects o f filter feeding in O.nilodcus which would result in a 
clearer picture the feeding ectdogy o f this species. An ultrastructural and histc^ogical 
investigation o f the strucutres associated with filter feeding is described, the results o f 
which, it was hoped, would help determine the mechanism o f filter feeding. Secondly, a 
quantitative study o f filter feeding on phytt^lankton was undertaken in an attempt to 
generate possible functional response curves. iMnally, an ontogenetic study was made o f 
the feeding ecology o f O. niloiicus held in the same environment, during the 
developmental stage at which their diet is reported to change in the natural habitat, in an 
effort to elucidate whether the 'switch' in diet was in fact a consequence o f a change in 
functional morphology or in environmental resources.
Chapter!
Histology and ultrastructure
2.1 Introducticm
In the nunnl habitat, the feedio( mode and diet o f the tila|)ia0.iuIiHicitf changes from 
oaunvorotts paiticalate feeding, when yoong fry, to pfaytofrianktivonMis filler feeding by 
60mmtocallength(Trewavat, 1983). Althoa^tfaepbytoplanktivaroatdietof 0. 
mtoticus is wen documented (R yen  A  Des, 1972; Moriady A  Moriaiqf, 1973;
Trewavas, 1983), the mechanisms by which filler feeding takes place is pooriynndentood.
A  qualitative cpiantitative assessment o f the nrie o f giU rakers' in filler feeding in fishes
has been made hy Hyatt (1979). Many worten have considered giU rakers as passive 
sieves (Durbin A  Durbin, 1973; Rosen A  Hales, 1981; Dieimer er a/., 1984). Whilst this 
method (tf filter feeding seems feasihle in species with elaborate, cmnb-like takers, suchas 
die anchovies (  EngrauBs ancMota, E.jt^m ca, E. capmsis), pilchaid ( SarcUiiops 
oceUata ), paddle fish {Potyodon spathda )  and goldfish ( Carassius auraats) (Da. de 
Ciechomski, 1967; Shea, 1969; Iwata, 1976; King & MacLeod, 1976; Rosen & Hales, 
1981), the giU taker moiph(rfogy o f O.nUoacus does not appear to represent an efficient 
passive filtering device, as the giU rakers ate comparatively smaU and widely spaced
Rubenstein A  Koehl (1977) slate diat the presence o f mucus-covered elements in biological 
filters is evidence that 'aerosol' feeding, in which particles are attracted to a sticky filter, 
occurs. However, this theory lemaitu largely untested and to date aerosol suspension 
feeding has been demonstiated only in the brittle star, OpluophoUs acuUaui (La Barbeta, 
1978). In other «niim lt, such as anuran and lamprey larvae, mucus is purported to play 
some role in food entrapment (Savage, 1932; Kenny, 1969a, b; Wassersug, 1972; Mallat,
8
1981X whilst in the Adintic menhwlen, B.iyraitmu, Friedland (1985) hu proposed that 
paxticttlate food is primarily captured by mechanical sieving, although its transport could be 
mucus mediated.
Intihqnas, too, theoriesof filter feeding remain largely speculative, (jreenwood (1953) 
has suggested diat suqtended phytoplankton is drawn into the buccal Mvity where it 
becomes entrapped with copioua quantities (tf mucus, although this has yet to be 
demonstrated.
The possible role microbtanchioqmies in filter feeding has also been suggested, 
hficrofaranchioqnies Cmicto giUrakers') are small dermal ossifications located in the 
qndeimis, fonning a continuous row close to the base die gill arch. The wide spread 
presence o f microbnmchiospines in the Cichlidae has been interpreted as a synomotphy 
imiriitg die family (Sdassny, 1981). Similar structures have also been found in a number of 
the lower percoids, including Lnau (Greenwood, 1976), Gener uAHaetmdon 
(Stiassny, 1981). The term 'microbranchiospine' has sometimes been confused with 
hranchiospinule' and 'microq;rine', terms applied by M <»od (1961) and Iwata (1976) to 
the secondary projections found on the gill rakers o f the Atlantic menhaden, and many 
other cyptinadae.
Microbranchiospines were first described in the tilapias Tt/cpta zt//(i mdO. niloticus by
(
Gosse(1956). Their fic tio n , however, is still a matter o f debate. The involvement of 
microbranchiospines in filter feeding was suggested by Gosse (1956) and promulgated by a 
number o f other woricers (Whitehead, 1959; Bone & Marshall, 1982; Dienner er ai., 
1984b). However, this theory has been disputed by othen due to the lack o f fimctional 
analysis and the fact that microbranchiospines occur in a wide range o f cichlids with diverse 
feeding habits. Moreover, they are not solely restricted to planktivorous species (Fryer & 
lies, 1972; Stiassny, 1982; Trewavas, 1983).
Poiteriorto the (01 uchei in O.nUoHcut are don a lu d  ventral toothed pharynfeal pads. 
Ebding (19S7) tuggeited that the pharyngeal teeth may be invtdved in the actual filleiing 
process o f eastern Pacific mullets. However, Greenwood (19S3) and Fryer & lies (1972) 
suggest that die fttnctiontrf the pads in Oreochnmts qiecies it tinqdy to take die 
mncus-entn^ped food partides into the oesophagus.
Itwas, dierefoie. decided to study die pharyngeal lypatatus associated with filtg  feeding 
in O.mlotiaa. The stnify was achieved by detailed ultrastructural and histological 
investigatioiis. The structure and mocpbology o f the filtering ipparatus was examined in a 
wide range o f fish size classes coveting the size at which O.nilotiau is stated to twitch its 
feeding habit and mode in die natural habitat The results o f such an ontogenetic study 
vrould be used in an attempt to clarify possible feeding mechanisms.
IJ. Materials and Methods 
2 J.1 Fish
Specimens o f O. niloHcus examined were derived firnn genetically hmnogenous stock held 
at the Institute o f Aquaculture (McAndiew and Majumdar, 1983).
2,2 J  Gill Raker Morphometries
Buccopharyngeal feeding structures, the gill arches and upper and lower pharyngeal pads, 
were carefully removed fiom the fish using a stereo-zoom dissecting microscope. Gill 
arches used for die measurement o f gill rak«' number, width and spacing were examined 
feesh. Following a preliminary examination o f the giU arch apparatus which revealed that 
apart from the outer gill rakers o f gill arch I and the irmer raken of arch IV, the structure 
and size o f die rakers was very similar, data was collected from the outer row o f takers o f
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gill arch IL For fiih  o f ttandaid length (S .L.) ^  3Smm the diuected g ill arch waa placed oi 
a microtcope alide and die rakera enumerated by counting die bony gill raker ban nting a 
light microacope. With diiamediod it waa pouible to obtain data from flahuamaUaa 
8mm S I .  The g ill raken o f fiah 240mm S.L. were counted uaing the atereo-zocmi 
microacope. The gill raker widtha and apacing, o f fiah 14 to 68mm S I .  were meaaured 
uaing a calibrated ocular graticule and light m icroact^. T o i meaauremaita o f the above 
paramelen per fiah were taken from the middle aecdon o f the gill arch n.
y
223 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM )
The ultraatructure and development o f the feeding qiparatua waa atudied using an IS I • 60A 
scanning electron microscope. Intact pharyngeal appantusorindividual gill arches and 
pharyngeal jaws were rinsed briefly in diadlled water before being placed in fteshly 
prepared 2.0% paraformaldehyde and 2.5% glutaraldehyde in a O.IM  cacodylate • H C l, 
2mM calcium chloride buffer (pH 7.4). After at least two hours fixation at 4*C the nuitmial 
was rinsed with several change o f buffer. Specimens were then fixed for at least 2 hours 
at 4*C in buffered 1% osmium tetroxide. They were then dehydrated through a graded 
acetone series, stored in 70% acetone at 4*C if  necessary, and criticrd-point dried in a 
Prdaron dryer before being mounted on brass stubs with silver conducting paint and coated 
with a layer at gold in an Edwards S150 sputter coater.
2,2.4 Histology
Complete heads or dissected gill arches were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin,’
processed and embedded in wax. Longitudinal and transverse sections were made o f
individual gin arches. Transverse sections were taken from complete heads o f fish
*
^ 40mm S I .  A ll sections were Sfim in thickness!
Sections were stained with Haematoxylin-eosin (R E .) for structural analysis or Aldan blue 
(pH 1.0 or 2.3)/Periodic Acid Schiff (P.A.S) for identification o f the mucus cell
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glycoptotdiu (see Dnay and WlUingtoB, 1980, for detailt). A ll lecdoas were eaandned 
osinc a light microacope.
Examinatioa o f the sectkxis stained with alcian blue 1.0 or 2.5VPAS showed that there 
were two distinct types o f mucus cell present in the gill arches; large, clavate cells and 
m m H, superficial goblet cells. Thirty measurensenta for each cell Qrpe were nude from 
each fish. Cells were measured in 6-10 sections per animal. The clavate cells were 
measured using the longest axis.
The density o f the ««n«ll mucus cells was estimated from the anterior ftce ot the gQl arch. 
The number o f cells in a 250(un length o f epithelium was counted. Cells w oe counted in 
8-10 sections per animaL
An accurate assessment o f die density o f the large mucus cells was not attempted.
In order to determine the structural composition o f the microbranchiospines, longitudinal 
and transverse 5^m serial sections were stained with Wiegart and Van Gieson, Alizarin 
Red, Von Kossa and Mallory Heidenhain. Staining was also perftxmed on similar sections 
to assess whether the microbranchiospines might play some role in mechanorecepdon. The 
stains were specific for nervous tissue, Palmgren's silvo' inqxegnation method, widi and 
without toning step, and a modified W eil haematoxylin method for myelin (see Dnity & 
Wellington, 1980, for details o f above staining methods).
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23 Results
23.1 Gill Raker Morphometries
Fig. 1 thow itfaedevelopineiitofgillnksrnum berinfiilK^StoSTinm SX. The 
maximum number, 28, o f gin raken on the arch is reached at 50-tiOmmSX. The
relatioaship between fish standard length and gill nker number is (Y  >i6.5371og^4- 
0.173; r - 0.98).
H g. 2 shows the change in gill raker width and spacing in fish o f 14 to 68nim For 
each fish analysed the giU rakers were wider than the inter-raker pacing. The relatioaships
between fish standard length and gill raker width (Y  «114.542 log,X  • 257.568; r -  0.98)
and standard length and inter-raker spacing (Y  •  52.037 lo g ^  -101.481; n> 0.94) are also 
bodi exponential.
232 Surface Ultrastructure of the gill arch
A preliminary examination oi the pharyngeal region revealed that although there were s li^ t 
differences in structure, the surface features oi the four gill arches were very similar. Each 
gill arch supptxts two rows o f gill filaments and two rows o f gill rakers (Hg. 3a, b). Gill 
arch I differed fiom the other arches in that the outer rakers were mme elongate forming the 
boundary with the operculum. The inner row rakers had the same structure as those o f
arches n  and m  and the outer row rtf takers gill arch IV. G ill arch IV  differed in that it 
was much shorter, laterally widened and the inner, elongate takers overiqtped each other 
with no or very few inter-raker spaces. The inner takers o f gill arch IV  ftxmed the 
boundary with the lower pharyngeal jaw.
The location and distribution o f the microbtanchiospines was revealed following an SEM 
examination o f the gill arches. They occurred as a single row o i toothed projections,
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tapering towaidt their tipt and directed towards the adjacmt gill raken. They occurred 
consistently on the external faces o f gill arches n, m  and IV , but were also found in greatly 
reduced numbers on the internal faces o f these arches in the same fish. The
t
microbtanchiospines were distribute d u  a continuous row on the external faces, but on the 
internal faces were found in greatest number on gill arch IV , and tended to occur u  a group, 
most often in die middle o f the arch.
Plate 1 shows gill arch n  from a fish o f dSmmSX. illustrating die general featmes. Itis  
apparent that material fixed as described is free o f mucus. A t high power it was very
difficult to find mucus cell pores, which suggests Aat this procedure fixes them in die .—
»
closed Slate. A ll surfaces o f the gill arch and rakers are covered with a pavement epithelium 
that has concentric surfuemicroridges. A  feature iof the giU'arch is the presence o f die 
'club'* like g ill rakers.
G ill arch development was studied in fish from 9mm S.L. upwards (Plate 2a-d). The gill 
rakers o f fish 9-lOmm S.L., (Plate 2a) consist o f small outgrowdis composed o f 2-4 
taste-bud papillae. The anterior leading face o f the arch is covered in rows o f taste-buds that 
connect opposite rakers on the arch. The gill rakers o f fish 14-18mm S I,. (Plate 2b) had 
further developed into mote ptominent outgrowths bearing about 10-14 taste-buds.
The gill rakers had also started to differendate a posterior trailing section, termed the Iceer,
4 ,
and an anteriorly directed leading face. The gill arch face is covered in rows o f taste-buds. 
Plate 2c & d inustrate further development o f the gill rakers. The 'mature' structure o f the 
raker is reached at about 40mm S.L. and is shown in Plate 2d. The gill raker has a smooth 
trailing keel that is continuous with the side o f the gill arch. The two leading edges o f the 
gill taker each carry a single row o f taste-buds and the face contains a multiple row that 
extends onto the anterior face o f the gill arch. The occurrence o f taste-buds in rows on the 
face o f the g ill arch decreases in fish o f 40mm S.L. upwards.
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Uttng tfae SEM , die devdopment n d  prolifenticn the mkrobrmchioipiiiet wai also 
studied. No uacrobnuichiospines were apparent in fish smaller than 9mm S I»  bregnlaity 
spaced mounds o f tissue, covered with ridged epidielium were observed on the gill arches 
fish ll-13mm SX. in the region where microlsanchioapines are found in older fishes. 
NQcrobnmchioQnne nidinienls with denticles were consistendy observed in fishes 15mm 
SX., although they were often poorly developed, each rndimentaiy microbraochiofpine 
consisting o f a mount tissue widi pethqM one denticle projecting through die ridged 
tyirtiKiiiiin In fish o f 19-21mm S X , the microbranchioapine rudiments had further 
developed, although their motphcriogy and spadng w u very irregular (Plate 3a).
On the gin arches o f fish 23mm SX., the microbianchio^Mnes had developed into a row o f 
regularly shared and spaced structures (Plate 3b). The close'abutment o f neighbouring 
microbtanchioqpines is clearly shown in the giU arches o f large fish in Plate 3d. Concentric 
surface mictotidges were qiparent from SEM preparations (Plase 4).
On numerous occasions, and in fish o f aU sizes, nucrofaranchiospines were found to be in
♦
the course o f dividing. Plate S shows a section o f a gOl arch in which the process is 
apparent Diviskmof the main body o f the nticrobranchiospine proceeds from die base and 
is followed by the proliferation o f new denticles along the inner faces.
233 Fine Structure of the gill arch
The staining o f sections with akian blue (pH 1.0 or 2.S)/P.A.S. revealed the presence o f 
two distinct types o f mucus cell associated with the gill arches; small, superficial cells that 
were typically goUet studied and large, deeper penetrating cells diat were clavate. The small 
mucus cells stained either ted or a cmnbination o( led/blue following akian blue (pH 
2.5)/P.A.S. treatment and contained either neutral or a mixture o f neutral/acidic 
glycoprmmns respectively. They stained red after treatment with akian blue(pH1.0)/P.A.S. 
The large, clavate mucus cells stained blue following akian blue (pH 2.5VP. A.S.and faint
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trinkfM low iBgildinbItte(|^ 1 .0yPA ii.iiKMc itiiigainiyorpredomin«nceof«cid ic 
mncotubitaiicet. No rnncui celli stained blue after alcian blue ( ]^  1.0VP-A.S. Therefore 
there were no sulphated mucosubstances associated wMi gill ardi or rakers.
I
The g ill rakers were coveted with a conyact squamous epithelium that overiies a stratiSed 
tn riitrViw^« tii ftdi n f dn-MOnmi A  transverse sectioo o f a 
gOl raker, Plate 6a, shows that the qpitheUum the anterior free contains many taste-buds 
as observed using SEM, and a lew mucus cdls. A  detailed esaminatioo o f the material 
revealed diat the large mucus cdl occurred only in associatioa with the trailing keel of the 
gill raker. Plate 6a. The epitfadinm o f the keel also contained die small type mucus cell in 
reduced numbers. The stratified epithelium of the gill raker stands on a basement
membrane o f about 2.5(1111, thickneu. The centre o f the raker is filled with a loose, 
vaacularised connective tissue and contains a single bony gill raker element, obsmved in 
wbcde mounts o f fish from 8mm SX. upwards. The qiithelium covering the anterior face 
and sides die gill arch is considerably thinner, S-12(un, and contains only small type 
mucus cells and few taste-bud papillae.
A  study of gill arch development as observed from Uatoiogical preparations revealed several 
interesting features. The mucus cells o f fish o f about 14mm S I., were small, goblet type, 
and there were no large, clavate cells associated with the gill raker buds. The large mucus 
cells first became apparent in fish o f 18mm S.L. However, in fish 18-22mm S I., the 
number of acidic cells associated with the gill taken was low and only occurred towards the 
posterior o f the feeding chamber. In fish o f 24mm S I>  there is an increase in the number 
o f clavate mucus associated with the keel o f the gill taker and an inoease in the size
(Table 1). At diis time there is also an increase in the general occurence o f the large mucus 
cells so that by about 36mm S I . they occur in aU gill taken on all giD arches.
A  quantitative estimatioa o f large mucus cells in the keel die gill taken was not 
attempted. However, the increase in number with increasing fish size is apparent from
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FImb6b-c.
T «K U  I «linMMiii^mlatMiMliipn / v a fú w ii i i i r M B d lp a r iin fJ m to fiA ttan d M d len fd L
There is a ooiioeabk m tire c t the davale mncat odU ahfaoagh there it only a aliffat
increase in the diameter of the goblet nucas odk with increatiiif fish ttandaid length.
There was a significant diUbence (P < QJX)1) between the diinentioas o f large davale and 
small goblet mocas celli in all fish examined. The cooceatntk» of goblet mncat ed it on 
the gin arehiocreates in fish iq> 10 about 26mm SL . There were significaat differences 
between the mnent cell concentration of fish 14mm and fishes o f 26> 168mm SX. (t>
3.91;diL> 18;P<O.Q5)andbetweenfithesof 18 and 168mm SX . (t -  Z30: dX «  18; P 
< a05).
T lif  Iiitrmt— nrhtwpiw»« «■»» itnhfM rA  iw ttie «■fManml layer which e o vm  the gin meh. 
The main body ofenchmicrobnuichio^mieconsitttofeosmophilic, acidophilic, bony 
"«««>««» ^Ime 7) which beats latmerous lateral, tusk-like denticles, projecting forwards 
towards the gin Taken, and inwards towards the suiftce of the giO arch (Plate 8). The 
niMTnliM rhiny nMwwgriiwmtniy «lililí layer ofqathdid tame which eatends over the 
<tii*irW Oocationdimictts edit and eosinophilic granular cells were observed in the 
qiilfaelinmatt
The bony {date and denticles shSO-lOOpm above the giU arch on a base o f epithelial and 
cormective tissue underlain by a matrix o f ncD-vascnlaiised tissue in which odlagen fibres 
are present (Plate 7). The denticles are tuptitin^y complex structmes and can be described 
as comprisiiig o f four distmet regions: a base o f cbondroblast and osteoblast cells which 
extend imo the m «" brxfy o f the nñcrobtanchiocpine, a mid-section, pardany hollow, which 
ct»sistsofbone,andatipwhichqipeanlobecoveredinasbeath(Plate8d:9). A  
discontinuiqr layer is apparem in some prepatatioos and seems to separate the denticle base 
fiom the rest the structnre. The hollow nature o f the middle section o f the denticles is 
mnfwfrvH ftmn CTaminalinn r f «  mimhw fi/Hwitirl« which had beCOmed detached during
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peqpeniion for SEM (Plate 10), aldioegh bone stem celh e e  q )p «e iit in Ibe lumen from 
li^ t  miciotopy piepvitioiu (Plate 7).
The tips and terminal sheath, v^uch often appeared to protude through the surftce
qiithelium (Plate 4), proved inqxMtible to stain, even after decalificatwo. Both methods for 
dm demoBstratioa o f calcinm «■!«« gave a positive result, ahfaoa^ due to the orange-ied 
bneftingent precipitate <rf the aliaarin stain, it was mwritahle for fine staining o f the 
H»nrirW The Von Kossa method resulted in the mid-sectioa and t^  staining black and a 
MimlT uniform staining o f these sections was also visible after treatment with Mallory 
Heidenhain Casson, and Weigerts Van Geison, the colours being blue and jrink/yellow 
respectively. However, with Haematoxylin and Eosin, and Alcian Blue (pH Z5VP.A.S., it 
was possible to dillerentiate a distal region o f the denticle. Both procedures stained the base 
(rfifae denticle and the m ««« body o f the microbtanchiospine pink,tfae denticle mid-section 
remaining white following Haemotoxylin and Eosin, and Uue following Alcian blue/PA.S. 
treatment
The structure o f the denticle is summarized diagrammatically in Figure 4.
The results o f the staining specific for nervous tissue were as follows. With Palmgren's 
stain, the microbraiKhiospines appeared brown/black on either a yellow/biown ot grey 
background, depending on whether or not the toning step was used. The modified Weil 
haematoxylin method smined all tissues other dian red blood cells and eosinophilic granular 
cells light brown in ctdour. N o nervous tissue was observed in any o f the preparations.
23.4 Surface ultrastructure, Development and 
Histology of the Pharyngeal pads
Plates 1 la-c and 12a-c show the development o f upper and lower pharyngeal pads 
respectively. It can be seen that diere is a proliferation in the number o f teeth between 14
18
and 24mm S I . DeveloimientofthephaiyngBalpadawidiicqwcttothqieindtoodi 
density appean cooq>lete at 40mm S I .
The qnthelinm between the teeth has sm&ce-ridges and GO the lower phaiynseal pads o f 
ñah about 14mm S I .  there were many taste-buds. These taste-buds were not home on 
jMfillae and did not, therefore, pnject far above the level o f the neighbonrins i^ilhelial 
ceDs (Plate 13). The occurence o f the tastebuds on the pads decreases in fish o f l^nm  
S I .  iqmards as the number o f teeth increased.
The histrriogyttf both upper and lower phatyngeal pods is shown in Plates 14 and IS. The 
inner boundaiy o f both pods is fonned by a layer o f cotqioct squamous cells, on top o f 
which lies a aooe o f connective tissue interdispetsed with mr^ular bone formation. Above 
this layer is a r^ o o  at loose connective tissue which contains many tooth buds in vaiious 
stages o f developmenL
In the middle o f the pharyngeal pads is a Iqrer inegularly stnictured bone on top o f 
which are hinged the mature teedi. The tooth hinge is constructed o f fibrillar mateiiaL The 
teeth project above the stratified squamous surface epitfaeUnm of the pharyngeal pads via 
tooth sockets that are lined with large spherical mucus cells. The diameter o f the cells was 
14.99 ±  1.22tim in a fish 36mm SX. These cells stain blue following alcian blue (pH 
1.0VP.A.S. and, therefore, contain a sulphated glycoprotein. The mucus cells o f the 
pharyngeal pads were less common in fish 14-22mm S X  but were numerous in fish o f 
2 36 nun S X  During histological sectioning and staining o f whole heads it was noted 
that there were sulphated mucus producing cells lining the sockets o f the mandibular teeth.
Ih e brown ctdoured caps o f the pharyngeal teeth, visible in fiesh material were absent 
following decalcification.
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Table 1. Relation o f mneva celU (^m ) and goblet mncus cell concentxadoa
on the ^  arch to fiih  standard lengdi (mm). Hgures in parendiesis are ±  1S
Rsh Standard 
length (mm)
Miens cell diinensions (|im) 
OavalB GoUet GoUet cell ccocentiation 
(cdls) 250 urn epithelium
14 — 9 .9 3 (li)l) 1100(2.46)
14 . — 9.10(103) —
18 15.97(1.36) 903(1J9) 13.90aO l)
22 16.30(1.83) 9.89(1.30) 1400(2.92)
24 19.43(3.28) 9.97(1.42) —
26 19.60(3.30) 10.47(1.29) 16.70(3.40)
33 23.42(2.14) 10.64(1.20) —
36 28.49(2.36) 1005(1.44) 16.90(2.47)
41 26.10(2.89) 11.13(1.45) . ----
62 30.38(4.17) 12.03(1.^5) 16.880.68)
77 31.45(3.21) 12.44(2.12) 17.13(3.36)
103 31J4(3.04) 12.03(1.25) 16.90(3.45)
168 33.88(4.25) 11.95(1.42) 17.30(3.95)
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2.4 Discussion
lU i  study has provided a descriptioa o f the tiBftce and histok>sical features (tf Ifae 
phatyngealstnictuies associated with filter feeding in O.mtoticus between 9nun and 
200nunSJ.., covering both the particulate and filter feeding periods o f their life histoties.
Microbcanchiospines were observed in fish u  small u  9mm S I. Examination by both 
light and electron microacopy revealed then to be bony, piate-like structures with partially 
hollow extensions (denticles), covered by a thin epitfadial l^er. The terminal over 
the denticles (see Fig. 4) proved histochemically inactive to any o f the stains used. It 
appean not to be composed o f enameloid, as this substance is removed after 
décalcification, a method used prier to all but the calcium-qpecific treatments. Themain 
body o f the denticles (Regions 2 and 3, H g 4) contains calcium salts and is conçosed oi the 
same bony material as the main body o f the microbranchiospine (Region 3, Fig. 4). 
However, the differential staining o f the distal region (Region 2, Hg. 4) with
Haematoxylin and Eosin and Aldan Blue/PA.S. suggests that it has a slightly different
(
straemre, being PA.S. negative and acidic. This may be inqwrtant in the attachment the
i
terminal sheath. The presence o f a discontinuity layer and ankylosis o f the stnicture to the 
main body o f the microbranchiospine (Region 4, Fig. 4) is characteristic o f aType I  tooth 
attachment mode in actinopteiygian fishes as described by Hnk (1981). However, 
although mature denticles have a similar morph<dogy to teeth (Oevig, 1967; Shaeffer, 1977) 
there are a number (^ inconsistencies, in the presence o f a terminal sheath and in the 
absence o f any enameloid-staining iegi<»s.
In this snuiy the microbtanchiospines were observed to be attached to the gill arch by a solid 
base o f connective and epithelial tissue. They thus formed a series o f blind-ending channels 
opening out towards the inhalent lespiratoiy current, rather than a continuous gutter, as 
previously described (Gosse, 1936; Whitehead, 1939). The microridges observed on the 
microbianchiospine surface, gill arch and gill rakers have been observed on the surfaces o f
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other teleoft g ill itnictiires (Hughes ft  Wright, 1970; (Ksaon ft  Fromm, 1973; Kendal ft 
Dale, 1979; Hoasler<ra/L, 1979; Hughes, 1979; Mattey 1980). Hw  pattern and 
dimensioiis o f the whorls are similar to those observed by Kendal ft  Dak (1979) on dm gill 
raken o f trout These microridges probably lunctian in anchoring mucus to the various gill 
tuifaces (Hughes, 1979) including the microbianchiospines.
Unfortunately the results o f this study do not reveal the ftmction o f the 
microbfaiichioqiines. Several worfcen have suggested their involvement in filter feeding 
((Soase, 19S6; Whitehead, 1939; Bone ft  Marshall, 1982; Drennerera/., 1984b). 
However, Drenner «r nil (1987) found that surgical rmnoval had no effect on either particle 
ingestkmiates or selectivity. Moreover, a number o f tilapia species which have no 
microbranchiospmes and comparatively few giU takers utilité planktonic algae as a source 
oifoo i, althouÿi, tt pointed out by Trewavu (1983), thàe species occur in alkaline, 
sodalakes, where the algae tend to be long chain species (e.g.5pin<£na) which occur in 
clun^ts.
**
From the hitttdogical preparations there was no evidence that the microtaanchiospines serve 
any mecbanorecqttor function. Mechanorecepton are commonly found both in the gin 
rakers snd gill filaments o f fish (Sutterlin ft  Saunders, 1969). Nilsson (1984) reports two 
types o f mechanoRcepior, proprioreceptors and nociceptors, in the branchial regions o f 
fish. Although there is a degree ofoverlap between the two, in general the former are 
involved in the control o f respiration by responding to changes in water pressure in the 
inhalent current whilst the latter are able to detect slight changes in mechanical pressure 
caused by suspended particulate material, thus initiating a cou^ or expulsion reflex.
Considering the above information it is suggested that the microbtanchiospines play only an 
incidental role in filter feeding and protection the gill filaments by virtue o f their situation 
on the gill arch.
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Gill taken were observed as snull jHojectioiis o f taste-buds on die gill arches o f fish 9 mm 
SJL, gill raker number reaching a constant value at 50-60 mm SX . Such aspects o f gill 
raker development in {danktivorous fishes have been described by various authon, Dz. de 
Ciechomski (1967), Shen(1969), Iwato(1976), King &  MacLeod (1976), O'ConneU 
(1981) and Rosen &  Hales (1981), (See La22aro,.-1987, for review).
Most studies on the filter feeding mechanism in fish have assumed a method o f mechanical 
sieving by die gill rakers. Measurement o f gill raker lengdi and inter-raker distipice in 
determining mesh size has been performed by King St MacLeod (1976), Durbin'(1979), 
Wrightern/. (1983). However, King &  MacLeod (1976) pmnt out that a filtering mesh in. 
Gupeoids, finer than measurements suggest, results from interlocking o f die gill rakers 
and their denticles on the upper and lower arches. The construction o f a fine mesh due to 
denticles on the gill raken has been noted by Dz. de Ciechomski (1976) and Shen (1969).
I
Iwata (1976) described the fusion o f parts o f adjacent gill rakers in the phytoplanktivorous 
silver ciup, Hypophthalmichtkys molitrix.
The short club-like gill rakers o f O. niloticus are not typical for a planktivorous mode o f 
feeding whereby mechanical sieving is the only means o f filtration. The shortness o f the 
gill rakers and their relatively wide spacing vrould apparendy not produce an effective filter. 
However, observation o f fresh specimens revealed that the gill takers at neighbouring 
arches do interdigitate. Although results show the gill takers to be wider than the inter-raker 
distances, interdigitation probably occurs due to the structures being fleshy protuberances 
filled with much loose cormective tissue. The interdigitation o f g ill takers has been . 
observed in the phytoplanktivorous O. esctdentus (Greenwood, 1953). From histological 
sectiofu o f whole heads and general dissection, it was apparent that the buccal cavity it 
dorsoventrally flattened. Liem Sl Osse (1975) state that such a cavity can be more easily 
enlarged by movements o f the floor o f the mouth, whereas a mouth with greater depth may 
benefit from lateral movement o f the tide walls. The passage o f water through the buccal 
cavity o f O. nUodcus, due mainly to movements o f the mouth floor would not require
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excessive Uteral movement o f the gill arches. This, combined widi the tightneu o f 
iniBidigitatian due to wider gill lakers than inter-iaker distance, may serve to limit the ntent 
o f lateral movement the gill arches maintaining the 'kieve*.
In live fish, the gill arches are orientated to  that the antniorface and those o f the gill taken 
are etqwsed to the water current The trailing kedttf the gill taken abut adjacent gill taken 
o f ndghbouring gill arches and perhaps the neighbouring arch itself. In diit alignment the 
taste-buds o f the gill taken face into the water current, whereas the laigemucu^tcellt o f the 
trailing keel face into die pores of the sieve. Iwai (1964) gave a comprehensive account o f
taste-bwl occurrence in freshwater, marine and eur^ialine species, hifisheswidi .__
numerous taste-buds in the bianchial region, diey are mote densely arranged along die 
anterior surface o f the g ill taken and arches so that they ate near die pathway o f engulfed 
food and lespiratory cuirents. This w u  observed to be the cate in O. ni/oiicui. Iwai states 
that i f  the giU taken play an essential part in a filter feeding mechanism, atensoty 
mechanism for concentrating materials on the giU taken it expected. The association o f 
taste-buds with the gin arches and taken o f O.nUoticus from early development (9 mm 
S.L.) suggests the importance o f these structures in filter feeding.
Reutter ei al. (1974) described three types o f taste-buds in the head gut o f Xiphophorus 
hekleri Heckel. Due to the depression around the base o f some taste-buds, it was 
hypothesized that they may also serve a tnechanoreceptor function. The tows o f taste-buds 
on die anterior edges o f the gill taken may also serve such a function due to their isolation 
in a single projecting tow. The taste-buds o f the gill taken o f O. niloticus were clearly 
larger and more numerous than those occurring on the vela, tongue and palate and this is 
the opposite o f what has been found in X. helleri. These difreretices may be related to 
feeding habit, u X . helleri is an omnivorous particulate feeder and, therefore, 
presumably oral and buccal handling o f food items is more important than processing by the 
g ill rakers.
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A  dettikd eccount <rf the itnictupe and diltributioo o f tasic-budi in die oro-phiiyiigcil win 
o f Cyprinui carpio is givea by Sibbing & Uribe (1985).
I
Mncu* cells were not commoo in the diick, stratified, squamous epithelium o f the gill 
taken and arches that contained the taste-buds. However, Reutter (1980) suggests that in 
fish the large receptor villi o f die taste-bud chemoseasory cells possess only a dim mucous 
suificecout, ifany, and that they seem to contact taste molecules direcdy. The percqition 
o f certain amino acids as chemical feeding stimulants has been shown for herbivcrous fish 
T.tiim  by Johnson &  Adams (198tS).
I
The anterior Cme and s ito  o f the gin arch contain small, goblet mucus cells, whexeastfae 
ked (tf the giU taken is characteriaed by large, clavate mucus ceUs. Two distinct types o f 
mucus ceU have been shown by Asakawa (1970), Yamadaft Ydoote(1975) and Bullock er 
a/. (1976), although their motphdogical differences were not associated with diffaences in 
lustochemical nature. Saxena&Kulshiesdia (1981) found two weU differentiated mucus 
cells that secrete different mucosubstances in the epidermis o f Mystus (mystus) vittalus.
The elongate mucus cells associated with the trailing keel o f the gill taken secrete an acidic 
mucosttbstance. In mammalian systems, viscosiqr increases u  the acidic glyct^jrolein 
content o f the mucus increases (Jones er ai., 1973; bavani Sc. Melville, 1974), and as die 
composition mucus from fish and mammals is similar, its viscosity probably changes in 
a similar maimer (Sdanld&Benjamin, 1982). Due to the occurrence and type o f mucus 
produced by the clavate mucus cells, it is proposed diat this mucus fwins a 'net' in the 
pores o f the branchial sieve. This mucus may also have increased particle capturing 
prtperties due to its charged acidic groups. The function o f charge in the capture o f 
particles by the Pacific brittle star has been shown by La Barbera (1978).
Flood (1981) found a net-like ultrastructure for the feeding mucus o f various marine 
animals and stated that it could be a fundamental property o f mucus. This property would
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enhance die aUlity o f mucus teoeted by the gin rakers to act as an actual sieve.
The presence o f the neutral and neutral/Scidic mucus on the anterior face and medial and 
lateral sides o f die gill arch may act in regulating transport o f die cqMuied particles to the 
posterior region o f the buccopharyngeal chamber. It it assumed that this mucus would be 
lest viscous.
The only differential distribution o f rmicut cells on the gill arches o f O.itilMicM was the 
astociadonof the large clavate cells with the trailing keel o f the gill raken. Theiewereno 
apparent differences between sections o f the same gill areh or between different gin arches^ 
Friedland (1985) showed that there were higher proportions o f acidic cells on giU arch IV  in 
the Atlantic menhaden, and suggests dut, togedier with die spacing o f branchiospinules on 
the giU rakers, the giU arches become progressively better at Altering small particles from 
exterior to interior. Furthermore, it was shown that there was a differential distribution 
mucus cells on the giU takers. Mallat (1981) found that in the pharynx o f the larval lamprey 
alcian blue non-reactive cent were located lateral to alcian reactive cells, in a situation where 
only small, easily trapped particles were likely to reach.
Sibbing & Uribe (1985) found that mucus cells producing tialrnnudnes occurred in the 
anterior part o f the oro-phatynx o f the carp and that sulfomucines only appeared in the 
posterior part o f the pharynx. These mucosubstances were produced by morphoIogicaUy 
different types cf mucus ceUs. It was hypothesized that the highly viscous sulfnnucines aid 
in trapiMng small particles, aggregating them into boluses, and lubrication o f the chewing 
pad, and that the less viscous sialomucines maintain a laminar flow  during suction and 
lubrication o f particle handling in the pharynx.
The use o f mucus in the feeding mechanisms o f anuran larvae has been repotted by many
workers including Savage (1952), Kenny (1969 a, b) and Wassersug (1972). Kenny>
(1969b) found the mucus-secreting epithelium o f various species to be PAS positive but
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■IdanbluenoiMtactive, and ittted that it contained no protein, being a glyedipid. 
However, its vUcoiity could still be high at Law (1960) states diat the 'cord factor' o f 
tuberculosis badlli, associated with die characteristic tendency these otganitint to
aggregate in long cords, is a glycolipid. Lewis (1970) suggests that the proportkm o f 
{rfiospholipids may determine die relative viscosity o f fish mucus.
A  survey o f teeth o f Oreochromis mossambicus (Peters) hat been undertaken by Lanzing 
&  Higginbotham (1976). Trewavu (1983) describes the pharyngeal jaws o f many tilapiine 
species and Greenwood (1981) o f many Haplochromis species.
The taste-buds on the pharyngeal jaws are similar to those o f the toothed, masticating 
apparatusof X.helleri describedby Reutter ere/. (1974). The abundance in larvae 
14-20 mm S.L., and decrease as the standard length increases, appears to be correlated 
with the change in diet from particulate to filter feeding (IVewavas, 1983) and the 
consequent change in function o f the pharyngeal pads ftrnn handling single prey items to 
mucus-bound phytoplankton. Selecdon o f food items may take place at the pharyngeal pads 
during paniculate feeding on single prey items.
A  distinctive feature o f die mucus cells o f the lips and pharyngeal pads was the production 
o f a sulphated mucosubstance. A  secretion o f sulphated mucus would act as a viscous 
lubricant and the atuchment o f this lubricant to the pads would be enharxxd by the 
microridges o f the surface epithelium. The increase in mucus cell number observed in 
larger fish may indicate an inoeased need for lubrkrdion as the diet changes to 
phytoplanktivoiy and the pads function as mechanical takers o f mucus and trapped algae 
into the oesphagus.
The disappearance o f the brown coloured caps o f the teeth following décalcification 
suggests the presence o f enatneloid. Schmidt (1969) notes that the colour is due to iron 
oxide associated with the enameloid. Motta (1986) suggests that this iron layer represents a
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qmalizHiiOQ to harden die teeth, reustingibrasioaiiid cracking. The presence o f a hard 
h^er over the pharyngeal jaw teeth o f O.rihdcus would hdp prevent tooth damage during 
the raking action o f die pharyngeal jaws. Also, tfa^attachmentoftheteeditotheinegular 
bone (dale by flbrous material would allow slight movement during the raking action o f the 
pads, therefore, making them lew susceptible to firactuic.
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Chapter 3
Quantitative study of Alter feeding
3.1 Introduction
The oocmrence and (low di or bin»-greenalsae in pondt and Ilk a  is well documented, at 
is their utilization by many fish qwcies (see Colman & Edwards, 1987, forieview ). 
Various wockeri have reported the feedim o f O. mtoticus on blue-green a lp e (Fryer & 
Des, 1972; M oriai^ & Motiaity,1973; Trewavas, 1983; Getachew, 1987).
Blue-green algae are unicellular, colonial and filamentous algae with a wide disttibution in 
marine and fieshwaten. They also occur tenrestrially. TheceBsdonothaveatinenaclens 
and there are no tree chrmnaiopbores, the pigments being distributed duou^iout the entire 
peripheral portion o f the cytoptasiiL Smne o f the characteristics possessed by blue-green 
algae are so similar to those o f the bacteria that one older system o f classification grouped 
them under schizophyta (fission plants). In the present classificatioo o f the algae the groty 
is given the tank o f a Divisioo o f the plant kingdom under die name Cyanophyta, ateim 
introduced by Smith in 1938. A  discussion o f the classificadoo o f the blue-green algae is 
given in Fogg et al. (1973).
The qiecies used in this investigation were Anohoena cyluubica, a filamentous algae and 
Microcystis aeruginosa, a small, two celled form. The genus Anohoena isamemberrtf 
the family Nostocaceae, Order Nostocales. Microcystis belonp to the family 
Chroococcaceae, OrderChroococcales. BothAimboena anáMicrocystis ofienoocurin 
water blooms and play a role in the many distuibances resulting from unbalanced 
conditions in lakes and reservoirs (Prescott, 1969).
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Qnantititive itndiet habivonws filter-feeden have beoi undertaken by numeroua 
worioers cn many species, notably on zooplankton (e.g. McMahon A  Rigler, 1963;
Frost, 1972; Crowley, 1973; Frost, 1973; Reeve &  Walter, 1977; Conover A  Mayzaud, 
1984) and inuran tackles (Seale ft  Wassersug, 1979; Seale ft  Beckvar, 1980; Seale et 
n/., 1982). Single studies have also been carried out on various fish species, formstance, 
cnO.nUodcus ndHaplockromis iiigripiiutis (Moriarty ft  Mociarly, 1973); the Atlantic 
menhaden (Dirhin ft  Durbin, 1975; Ftiedland, 1984) and the Uue dhqña, D. oureitf 
(McDonald, 1983).
Many oi the techniques and assumptiooa used in the quantiative study o f filter-feeding 
were established during eariy zooplankton studies, hifact, die mathematical basis for 
most recent studies have been derived from Frost (1972). However, since then a number 
papen have addressed the problems o f measuring the feeding rates o f herbivores 
(Williams, 1982; McClatchie ft  Lewis, 1986; Marin era/., 1986).
The ingestioa rate formula ( see section 22 J )  used in this study was derived from the 
equation o f Conover ft  Mayzaud (1984), suggested also by Peten (1984) and discussed 
by Marinero/ (1986). This equation was chosen because it describes the actual net 
changes in the experimental feeding chamber (Conover ft  Mayzaud, 1984).
When constructing ingestion - concentration curves it is possible to express the axes using 
various dimensions. Frost (1972) used cell number whereas Crowley (1973) used ^ g dry 
weight (comparable to biovolume). GeUer (1973) working on Dqp/uuapu/ex maintained 
that the maximal volume o f the gut fixes the ui^ ier limit to ingestion rate and, therefore, 
the axes o f the curves are best expressed on a vcriumetric basis. Lehman (1976), 
pn^iosing an energy (^itimization theory, suggests a regulatory mechanism for ingestion 
related to energy. Seale ft  Beckvar (1980) state that tadpoles regulate their food intake on 
the basis of volume or biomass ingested, or smne variable correlated with these e.g. 
energy, rather than particle size.
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The results quantititive filler-feeding itudiet have been used to create functional 
response models. HdUing (1959,1965,1966) gave a comprehensive analysis o f the 
fecton influencing rates o f resource tttilizatioo by pndaton stating that the Tÿpe I  carve 
(rectilinear) w u  typical (tf filter-feeders. However, Ivlev (1961) demonstrated a 
curvilinear model for ingestkn versus food concentration for fish. Both types o f curve 
have Vxa fitted to data and indeed MulUnar a/ (1975) found that for zoofdankton data the 
ingestioo-concentration rdationship could be described with curvilinear or rectilinear 
models and that in terms o f fit they were statistically indistinguishable. It w u  also stressed 
that in addition to the rectilinear and Ivlev modds a curve o f the Michaelis - Menten type 
could be justifiably fitted to the data. Such models have also been fitted to data on tadpole 
ingestion dynamics (Seale & Wassersug, 1979; Seale St Qeckvar, 1980; Seale <r of., 
1982). A  hficbaelis - Menten model was fitted to the ingestion rates o f S.galUaeus 
feeding on plastic microspheres (Drenner <r at., 1987).
The processes o f zooplankton filter-feeding were analysed further by Lam St Frost (1976) 
and Lehman (1976) who produced detailed mechanistic models. Lehman (1976) pmnted 
out that as long as the various curves (Rectilinear, Iveiev, Michaelis - Menten ) were 
uaedby investigators only as simidifiedrqtresentations o f experimental data, thelackttf 
agreement over the shqie o f the curve is probably inconsequentiaL However, the various 
models differ most strikingly at low cell concentrations (Mullin a  ai., 1975) and, 
therefore, the curves should not be iiKOfporated into simulation models o f trophic 
dynamics.
Peters St Downing (1984) produced an empirical atudysis o f zooplankton suspension 
feeding, fiom data in the available literature, arguing that the statistical models describe 
suspension feeding more precisely than verbal descriptions o f trend.
Thus it was decided to carry out a quantitative study o f the filter feeding o f O. nUoticus.
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ComideriiigtficwidcdistiilHitiooofAiidfciwiii taà Microcystis and the reported ingettk» 
bine-green algae by numerous fish qieciea the aboive pfaytofdankloa were need in the 
filter feeding triali. Tbetwo>izeclaaaei(tf fiahchoaen weredOandSS m m Sl> die 
small lize clast waachoeen became, as shown by die morphological observations o i 
chquertwo. this was the length at whidi development o f the filter feeding qiparatm was 
The ingestion rates at variom algal concentrations were measured in an attenqn 
to produce fimctional reqionse curves.
3,2 Materials and Methods 
3 J.1 Algal Culture
H k  a lpe used in this investigation were the blue-green A , »»d
These algae occur naturally in the Afiican lakes, where tilapia are endemic, and are 
consumed extensively Iqrmicrophagouttilapia species such as O.mtodcm (Ftyerand 
Des, 1972; Mociarty, 1973; Trewavas 1983). Stock cultures were obtained from the 
Department o f Bitdogy, Univeisity o f Dundee.
The algae were grown as axenic mass cultures in B G n  media (Table 2). This medium was 
devised by ADen (1968) as a modificadoo o f o n  media o f Hughes <ro/. (1938).
Stock cultures were mamtained in 100ml pyrex conical flasks, grow-oo cultures in 2L 
pytex conical flasks and harvest cultures in 6Lpyrex carboys. Grow-on cultures were 
started by adding qiproximaiety 20ml o f stock culture to IL  ttf media and harvest cultures 
started by the addition o f approxiamtdy 100ml o f grow-on culture to 3L o f media. Sterile 
techniques were qiplieid throughout the culture cycle with the air-supply being passed 
through glass wool filters. Algae were maintained in suspension by aeratioo and Stuart 
SM4 magnetir stuieis. Lighting was supplied by 4 horirontally motmted fluorescent 
tubes. Two fans located at the base o f die system produced an air-cunem from the bottom 
to die top o f the culture apparatus thereby maintaining an operating temperature o f
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q>pR>ninatety 24 *C
3.Z2 Experimental System
TlM»«»Tpgr<iiientilfaritilyeflniii«ednf»rBcnriil«linniyi>em Died for irfilimitionrflhefMli 
and an mbaik Static sydem where die fUter-feeding trials were peifonned. Twdvetanksin 
two rows o f six were supplied with leciicttlating water at a tenqierature o f 26 ± l ’ c. Each 
tank contained a smgle static IL  feeding chamber and the temperature o f the feediBg 
chamber was maintained at 26 ±  l*c by the recirenlating water ot the acclimation tank 
(seeRgureS). Aeratk» the static-system feeding chambeiswuacheived via an 
individnal air supidy to each chamber. The air supply to each chamber was regulated osing 
fdaatic screw clanq» on the air boaes. Each feeding cban to had a meshed lid, diemeth 
was squared o f sides measuring 2.0mm. Lighting for the experimental system wss 
siqiplied by an overhead fluorescent inbe. The aquarium system was surrounded by black 
cloth to protect the fish from external visual distractioos.
3J23 Experimental Protocol
In all trials O. ailoiicur were used at a stockiiig density o f 18.74±2.80granu Litre 
(tt-62)attd two size classes, 40 and 8Smm S I,. This stocking density approximates the 
mean fish biomass during the growth period in cages held in fertilized poods (Coche, 
1982).
The filter-feeding trials were single end-point experiments, that is, the algal density in the 
feeding chambers was recorded at time zero and then again at the end o f a defined feeding 
period, ranging from 40 minutes to labours. Three or four replicates and one control 
chamber were used for each algal concentntion. A ll filter feeding trials were started at 12 
noon.
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Twenty-four hours prior to the fieediiig trial the experimental fish were selected from a 
large stodc in the hcAling tanks and moved to an acclimation tank corresponding to their 
respective feeding chamher. With the 85mm S I .  fish one fish was used per feeding 
chamber, however, with the 40mm SX. fish four fish were used for each chamber. The 
fish were held for 24 hours in the acclimation tanks during which time they were starved. 
TVro hours befete the fiher-feediiig triial the fish were transfeired to their leqtective feeding 
chamben.
At the start o f the trial the appropriate volume o f algal culture to produce a specific algal 
density w u  added to the feeding chamber, llie  density o f the algal culture was calculated 
using a haemocytometer (tee below). Five landom lQmlsam{des were taken from each 
chamber and combined to produce one integrated sample per chamber. The fish were 
tdlowed to feed on the algae for a period dependent on the algal density and species o f 
algae. The feeding period was constant for replicates within the treatment Attheendof 
the feeding period the santyle procedure was repeated to produce one final integrated 
sam{de per feeding chamber. AU sarttiries were preserved wife Lugol's iodine. The fish 
were then snaethetrsed using benzocaine (Ross A  Geddes, 1979) and meuured and 
weighed. The fish from o ik  replicate per treatment were tactificied and their stomachs 
dissected out to check for fee presence of algae thereby verifying that the fish had been 
filter-feeding. The volume o f water and pH were also recorded for each feeding chamber.
3J.4 Sample Analysis
Enumeration of both species o f algae was achieved using a direct count technique. The 
principle type o f counting chamber erttyloyed was an itttyroved Neubauer haemocytometer. 
However, at low  Anohaena densities a Sedgewick-Rafter chamber was used. The 
counting chambers were used in exjunction wife an Olympus BH-2 microscope wife 
phase contrast
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T\ic Microcystis cokoiescoiiiisted o f two eUipcoid cells joined at thnrtboftixe« (See 
Fig. 6). Enumeratico this species proved relatively sinq>le. The colony density was 
calculated for all concentrations using the haemocytonieter. Three counts were made for 
each integrated sample. One count was made per haemocytometer filling, therefore, three 
counting chamber fillings were made for each integrated sample. Throughout the period of 
theaqtetimentaltriaUtfaeMtcrogimu cell size was constant The biovotunie o f the 
ctdonies was calculated using an ellipst^sluqje for the individual Microcynu cells. Each 
colony consisted o f two ellipsoid volumes. Measurements were made using an eyeinece 
graticle. The vtdumecrfthe Microcystis cells was calculated using V  •  4/3xabc; where 
length > a, height > b and width «  c. By observadon it was spparent that tes Microcystis 
the height and width were equaL
TicAtkAatna cokmies consisted o f cylindrical cells jmned together in filaments. The 
colony density was calculated using a haemocytometer or Sedgewick Rafter chamber. The 
biovolume was enumerated using a rather lengthy but nonedieless necessary procedure. 
The tracings o f 50 randomly selected filaments fiom each sample were made via a drawing 
tube attached to the Olympus BH-2 microicope. The tracings were then transferred to 
conqwter using a digitizer pad cotqtled to a BBC micro-con^wter. A  serftware package 
'Digit' (Hqres Afutzlre, 1987) enabled statistical manipulation o f the stored data. The 
biovolume o f die algae was calculated assuming the filaments had a cylindrical shape 
(tcr^h). The diameter o f the dnohoe/ia filaments was constant throughout the experimental 
period. The diameter w u measured using an eyepiece graticule.
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3 Detemünation o f Ingestion and FDtrati(Hi rates 
bifeition rates were calculated in tenns algal biovolunie ntfaer than colony number to 
that the filter-feeding rates o f O.w'loricur oaMicrocyais tadAnabatna Muldbe 
cotnpared.
Hie ingestioo rate for each feeding period w u  cooqwted as :
I - ^  / C qBq - Q B t
W A t
and the filtering rate for each feeding period was computed as:
p _  V /  * Q^t)
”w  I A t
where: I  ingestion rate (tun^g'^ h*^)
F filtration rate (ml g '^ h '^ )
Cq initial algal concentration in experimental chamber (ctdonies ml*^) 
final algal concentration in experimental chamber (colonies m l'^  
*Bq mean algal colony tnovolume at start o f feeding period (iim ^ 
mean algal colony biovtdume at end o f feeding period
M  expoimental duration (h)
V  volume o f experimental algal suspension (ml)
W  wet weight o f fish in experimental container (g)
* Tot Microcystis BQ>Bt«61.63iim ^.
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No conecdon $«s medc tor a lg il rqiroductioo in the above eqiiationi due to the short 
expaimeotal periods i  24  bouis and the fact that there were no significant differences 
between die initial and final algal biovolunie concentrations in any o f the contn^ (t £ 2.12; 
n-6;P20.17).
The above equation for the calculation o f ingestion rate is adapted from Conover and 
Mayzaud (1982) and desoibes the actual net changes in algal biovolunie coocentratiotts in the 
experinicntal chamber.
Marinero/ (1986) exjdain the erronous use ofmeanconcentration''in measuring the 
feeding rates o f pelagic herbivofes, stating that it produces an artificial increase in the degrees 
> <rf freedom that may result in the accqitance o f nonsignificant regression lines and that it also 
negates the value o f rqilication. They recommend the use o f initial concentration.
This procedure is suited to situatioos where the monitoring equipment allows very small 
changes in algal concentration to be detected. Due to the inbuilt error o f die counting 
procedure and, therefore, the percentage decrease in algal concentration required to obtain a 
significant change during the feeding period (decreases were i  10% in all cases) it was 
decided to calculate mean algal biovolume concentnuion during the feeding period for each 
replicate using the equation:
B .
( Q B f  C q^ )
l n ( Q  B , /  C o B q)
udiere is the mean algal biovolume concentration (^m^ ml'^ ).
An analysis o f variance o f mean (Be) algal biovolume concentrations (Table 3a-d) show that 
the between-treatment variation was much greater (F  •  169.8 • 4324.6) than the
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witfain-treatnientvsiation. IherefoR, ingettioauidfiltnttioa rales were plotted vertns the 
mean treatment algal Movolume, §c-
32.6 SEM  study of phytoplankton entrapment
fit coojnnctioa with the feeding trials on ingettioa and filtratian rale, an experiment was 
carried oat to investigate the possible pharyngeal food trq », gill taken and pharyngeal pads, 
after exposure to a sospensioa o f algae, Anohoena. Two 65mm SJL O. lufoircia wereleft 
to feed in a snspensioa o f itnohoena for one hour afterwhich they were quickly killed and 
the tiMues prepared for SEM as described in chtqtter two.
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Table 2. Cmuxwition o f BOH algal Howth medium 
(modified from Soouerar^lO Tl)
Constituent compouDd
Concenttatfam in 
stock acrfution
Inclusion in 
growth medium
NaNO , 75.0g. 500ml •* lOmLL-l
M gS Q  .TH jO 15.0g. 200ml'* Im LL’*
I^HF04 15.0g. 200mi‘ a •
C aO j-S H p 15.0g. 200ml** ( 1
N « i » j 15.0g. 200ml*‘
t t
Ciaieacid 15.0g. 200ml'* t «
F eS Q .T H p I5.0 f. 200ml** t t
EDTA 15.0g. 200ml'* ( 1
Tlraoe elements 
oon^damg:
2 .680gi'*
M oa^  4 H fi l.S lO gX .!
N a ^ o 04. 2H ^ 0.390g.L-l
Z n S q .7 1 ^ 0.220g.L-l
C a S q .5 I^ 0.079g.L
C o (N O )j.e i^ O 0.049g.L->
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Tabk 3. Ooe-wiy ANOVA of mean algal biov<diune cooceotratiooa in the experimental chambers (iu iin | the various feeding trials.(a) Anabamti, 40mm S L . O. nilotiau(b) Andbama, SSmm S l>  O. nUotiaa(c) M icrocyttis, 40mm S I.. O. nUodoa(<0 Microeyttia, SSmm S I.. O .m lodau |
(■) '
Source o f VBiiatiao d f SS MS F P
'lYcttncfltt 4 3149 . lo “ 1 3 1 2 .1 0 * 544.34 <0.001
error 10 2.411.10 2.411. loP
Total 14 5.274. lo“
(b)
Source o f variatioD df SS MS F P
3 3.786. lo “ 1.929. lo “ 169.84 <0.001
error 7 7349.10** 1.136.10**
Total 10 3.865 . lo“
(c)
Source o f variation df SS MS F P
TminicBtt 3 1307.10*^ 4.337. lo “ 4234.60 <0.001
error 12 1.235.10** 1.029. loP
Total 15 1.308 . lo”
(d)
Source o f variation df SS MS F P
Treatments 4 2324. lo " 6.311 . lo“ 1228.31 <0.001
ecror 15 7.707 . l o f 5.138. loP
Total 19 2.532. lo”
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3J Results
3J.1 Ingestion and Filtration rate experiments
For all feediiig trial tnemneais a student’!  f  *1611 GO initial verm  final algal biovcduniB 
coocentrationa gave a rignificant decrease (table 4) showing that grazing o f phytoplaiikton 
had taiten place in dre experimental  aquaria. lU s  was verified by the presence o f algae in the 
stomach following dissection oT sacrificed animais after the feeding period.
V ^ th e  feeding trial on AffcroQtiris the colony biovolutne was constant throogboiit the 
period o f the feeding trials and no siae selection during filter feeding could take ^ ace. 
However, although MiMbnciH was harvested at the end o f die log growth phase, it was not 
certain whether the mean ci^oiqrlnovrdume was the same in different treatments. Moreover, 
sdectionofalgaeby size may have taken place during the feeding period. Therefore, 
statistical analyses were carried out on mean colony length between replicates and treatments 
and within treatments at the start and end o f the feeding period.
There were no significam differences between the mean itnabaoin colony lengths o f 
re|dieates within a treatment (although due to the great variadcn in colony length in the 
cultures the standard deviationt were very large) and hence the data were combined for each 
treatment (n a ISO) for the student's r-tests on colony length before and after feeding. From 
taUes 5a fe b and 6a & b it is rqiparent that there were significant difTerences in the mean 
colony length between certain treatments. Therefore, the expression o f ingestion rate in 
terms o f biovolume is more appropriate as it takes into account the differences in the mean 
biovcdume the algal colonies between the various treatments.
From table 7a &  b it is apparertt that for each treatmem there is a decrease in mean crriony 
length during the feeding period. However, this decrease is oirly significant in some o f the 
treatments.
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For each size clau o f flsh, 40niin and 85mm S I., and each species algae, the ingestion, 
I, and filtration, F, rates were ploited against the treatment mean algal biovohime 
concentration, (Hgs. 7a-d, 8 ,9a-d, Khnl). Regressioa equations were calculated for the
ingestion cate curves (table 8). The ingestion rate at 8Smm S I .  fish feeding on both species 
o f algae was best fitted using a linear regression over the range o f biovcdume concentiatioos 
studied. The ingestion rale 40mm S J . fish p v e  a curvilinear relationship for bodi 
species o f algae and was best fitted using a logaridunic regression.
The relationsh^ between filtration rate and algal concentration are shown in figs. 9a-d and 
l(hHL The trenda for the filtration rate are similar for both size classes o f fish widiin a 
species o f algae but vary between species. The filtration rate with Aficroe>»<ir showsapeak 
with a sharp decline towards low algal biovolume coocentratioos and a more gradual decline 
at high algal concoitrations. The peaks in filtration tate occur at similar biovolume 
coocentratiotts for both the 40mm and 8Smm S I. fish, being 2.4S5 x 10  ^and 2.884 x 10  ^
pm ml*^ respectively.
For the 40mm S I .  fish there was a significant difference between the peak filtration rate and 
that at the low (t «  7.56; n>8; P<0.0Q5) and high algal concentrations (t •  4.87; n«8; 
P<0.Q5). There was no significant difference between the filtration rates at the two 
intermediate concentrations. For the 8Smm S I. fish there was a significant difference 
between the peak filtratirm rate and the two low algal concentrations (t > 2.85; n-8; P < 
0.05). There was no significant difierence between the peak rate and that at the two high 
algal concentrations.
With Anabaena the filtratioo tate decreases over the range o f biovolume concentrations 
studied. However, with the 40mm S I . fish the filtration tate appears to teach a plateau at 
low algal concentrations. This effect is not evident with the 85nun S I .  fish. The plateau 
for die 40mm S I .  fish occurs at a bkivolume concentration 1.072 x 10  ^pm^ ml'^ . The 
filtration rate at this concentration is not significantly different fiom that at the lower
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coDceatiition but is (t > 3.46; n^;P<0.0S) fiom the rates at higher algsl biovolume 
coocentratiaas.
With the 85mm SX. fish there was a significant dilTerence (t > 35.48; n-5; P < 0.001) 
between the filtratiao rate at die lowest algal concentration and those at the higher 
concentrations.
332 SEM study o f phytoplankton entrapment 
From listes 16 snd 17a-c it is qipaient that the slgalfilsmentsste bound in mucus sheets 
which see trapped by the gill taken. A mucus sheet caught by the giU taken o f gill arch IV 
is shown in plate 16, the lower pharyngeal pad is just visible in die background. Plate 17a-c 
reveals the detail o f this mucus sheet St higher magnificatioos. In plate 17b a number 
Anabaena ctdooies can be seen caught in a mucus netwodc that qipean to be constructed o f 
king filaments linked together to fonn a dense sheet Plate 17c shows these filaments in 
greater detail and how they ate bound in close associatK» with the algal colonies.
Plate 18 reveals the presence o f mucus bound Ayiohaeiia colonies on the lower phsryngeal 
pad, the iiuier gill taken o f gill srch IV are visible on the left o f the phocogrqdL Plate 19isa 
close up o f one of the phsryngeal teeth and it can be seen to have a coveting o f a mucus 
layer.
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TiMe4. StaStaai vilnctftiriniiiilvtnBtfiDiilal|albiovolniiiecoaoenniioiii 
ofexperimeaiilt
Trial
Alga F id isiai(m m SX ) |
Tieatment
2 3 4 3
Uicrocyau 40 4.83** 11.84*** 12.06*** 4.87**
iiicrocyttia 8S 9.90*** 4.68** 3.30** 4.78** 8.21***
Aitabama 40 23.94*** 31.79*** 11J3*** 6J9** 6.74**
AaotaeM 83 4.26** 171* 9.46*** 3.37** -
* -0 .0 5 iP > 0 .0 l ** -0 .0 1 2P>a001 ***-PS 0 .001
Tabk5. M odellA N O V A cf A.cyUit^ica colony length in the 
two tuB clan feedhig experimenti (a) 40mm SX.
0. nUoiiaa
(« )
(b) 83mm SX . 0. nUoticus.
Source (tf variatioa df SS MS F P
Ticamieati 4 3437.05 839.26 9.69 <0.002
Enor 10 887.03 88.71
Total 14 4324.10
1
(b )
Source o f variatk» df SS MS F P
Treatments 3 6800.97 2266.99 22.13 <0.001
8 7
Tabled Tbkeym nU ^coa^aiioolettfarit.cyiiM H ca colony 
length In two d ie  cius feeding ejqwrimenis.
(a ) 40inm Sl. O.iiilodau
(b ) 85mm SX. O. miodeus
Hgmea given in con^ariion tables are 'q* values.
* denotes significance at P <0.05 and * *  atP < 0.005.
‘ncatment number Treatment Be (fun  ^ml*‘  ) HBlUIIBm fllMnetdony length Clim)
1
6
3.0256.10 164.23
2 1.0927. lo ’ 169.67
3 2.0086.10 126J1
4 5.9947. lo ’ 144.06
5 1.6300. lo ’ 151.09
nwenaat 1 2 3 4
5 2.40 3.40 4.54 1.31
4 3.71 4.71* 3.23
3 6.93** 7.93**
2 1.00
Treatment number 3Treatment Be (^m ml )
Treatment mean 
colony length Oun)
1 4.4376.10* 160.65
2 1.0169.10 136.68
3 3.7487. 10 132.76
4 1.7900.10* 192.63
riw in »t 1 2 3
4 4.66 9.58** 9.75**
3 4.07 0.67
2 3.67
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Table 7. Variance ratio, F and nudoit'i r  -teat forA. cyUndrica ccdooy length 
before and after grazing, (a) 40mm SI> O.niloticus 
(b) 85mm SX. O. mJotiau.
♦denotes a aignificant difference in mean cotonylengdi after grazing.
F1401M0 1.39, P<0.05
■ Fattfo 1J52. P<0.05
Treatment mean 
bio volume Be 
Oui^  n i'‘ )
mean colony length ±  lad 
Oun) 1. Start (n)
2. End W F t P
(t)
3.0256.10‘ 1. 164.23 ±  96.13 (150) 1.26 2.09 <0.05*
7
1.0927.10
2.
1.
142.18 ±  85.72 (150) 
169.67 ±  90.79 (150)
1.08 2.05 <0.03*
2. 147.73 ±  94.31 (150) '
2.0086. lO’ 1. 126.51 ± 69.26 (150) 1.16 1.17 >0.1
2. 116.79 ± 74.52 (150)
5.9947. lO’ 1. 144.06 ± 76.28 (150)
1.06 2.47 <0.02*
2. 122.60 ± 74.22 (1 ^ )
1.6300.10* 1. 151.19 ± 86J0 (150) 1.37 1.85 >0.05
2. 133.89 ± 73.64(130)
(b)
4.4376. 10* 1. 160.49 ± 110.59 (99) ■^1.20 1.63 >0.1
2. 133.62 ± 121.24 (99)
1.0169 . lo ’ 1. 136.82 ± 101.24 (150) 1.28 1.56 >0.1
2. 119.58 ± 89.48 (150)
3.7487. lo ’ 1. 132.76 ± 83.16 (150) 1.27 2.02 <0.05*
2. 112.14 ± 93.59 (150)
1.7900.10* 1. 192.63 ± 125.40(150) 1.06 1.35 >0.1
2. 173.34 ± 121.65(150)
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Table 8.0. nUoäcus. Dataregreask» equatioos ingeatknrate (y, (ini'* g'* h**) on 
mean treatment biovohune coocentratioa (x. MA*mr ^  
logio y • a b log^ QX for 85 mm Sl^ O. mhtiau 
y•a-i-blog^far^mmSI^ O.mtoticus.
Hah tize 
ciauljm n)
Algal
a b
2
r P
85 Anabaena 2.74 0.84 0.94 <0.001
85 Microcystis 0.12 1.09 0.97 <0.001
40 Aitabaena -1.18. l (f 8.36.10* 0.89 <0.001
40 Microcystis •2 .2 1 .1(? 1.41.10* 0.86 <0.001
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Hg. 7. The relationship between ingestion rate, g*^ h 'h  and 
tiie mran tM tmgnt algal biovdume concentration, 6^ Oimr ml‘ ^) for the 
two size classes o f O. mlotiau feeding on the two species o f blue-green 
algae.
(a) Aitabaena, 40 nun S I>  O. nUodcus.
(b ) Microcystis, 40nunSX. O.iuioHcus.
(c ) Anabaeita, 8S nun SX. O. niioticus.
(¿0 Microcystis, 85 nun SX. O. mioticus.
(• )
(b )
Algal concentration Qim^ml ')
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ce)
Algal coocentratioa (|ini^iiil*')
(4 )



(a)
A lia i concentration (pm^ml*')
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(C)
E
Algid caacaitradon (funam i*')
(d )
Algal concentration (pm^nd*')
7S
Hg. 10. C c ^ i ^  i^oo o f ingestioo rate, I  Oim^ h*b *nd filtration
rate, F (ml g'^ h'^) venui tte mean treatment algal biovolume 
concentration, B . (iim 'm l* ').
(a) Anabama, 40 mm S I.. O. nUoticus.
(b) Microcystis, 40 mm SX. O. nUoticus.
(c ) Anabaena, 85 mm SX. O. nUoticus. 
Id) Microcystis, 85 mm SX. 0. nilodcus.
**** Ingestion rate 
Initiation rate
C«)
(b)
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(C)
1
(í)
3 «I
Algal concentration (pm ml )
77
11. Percen t^  finquen^ histograms for A. c>/(n<<ri(»i coloiiy 
le n ^  in the ejqpenmenlal feeding chunben before u d  after graang by 
40 mm SX. O. mtoticus for foe various mean treatment algu l^ ^ a m e  
coocentiatioas.
(a) 3.0256 a 10® nm ' ml*|
(b) 1.0927 X lOj (im, n>l,
(c ) 2.0086 X 10' |im  ^ml*^
(d ) 5.9947 x l0 jn «3 m l- ‘
(e ) 1.6300 X 10* nm ^m l'l
U )
(k )
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WJ
(d )
i « )
Anabaena colony length (pm)
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(• )
(b)
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3.4 Discussion
Seúeaal (1982) tugsesteddut the dnulnity between the lespcnses o f invotebnle and 
tai^ xile luspeniioo fceden indícales a univeradity in the ftmdameaial regulatory 
mechanisms. The results o f this survey are similar to peevious work on zoofriankton ( I ^ t ,  
1972; Crowley, 1973; Robertson &  Frost,1977) and anuran larvae (Seale A  Wassersug, 
1979; Seale A  Beckvar, 1980; Seale <r a¡^  1982).
The asymptotic relationship o f mgestion versus crmcentration for small O.miodcitf feeding 
onbotiiAficraeynú tadAHobatna is typical for filter feeders. & is coiuistent with a 
curvilinear model where filtering surfimes become fully saturated at very high food 
concentrations u  the asynqrtoie is approached, but not with the assunqition o f saturation at 
the critical concentration central to the rectilinear model (Rigler, 1961).
Ihe linear relationship for large C.mloiicut feeding on both species algae suggests that 
the bk>v<4ume concentration at which saturation o f ingestion occurs was imt approached. 
Durbin A  Durbin (1975) woricing on the Atiantic menhaden found that an o f their grazing 
results occurred in the linear phase o f the feeding curve.
Although the feeding curves are expressed in terms o f biovolume, it was observed that the 
ingestion rates for D. m toicitf fcAAnabaem (Hgs. 7a, c A  8) were higher than tiiose fed 
Microcystis (Figs. 7b, d A  8). This suggests that O. mUtticus can filter Anabaena mote 
efficiently than Aficrocynit which would be in agreement with the motphdogical 
observations o f chapter one. Seale A  Wassersug (1979) indicating that ta ttle s  could 
capture Aflohaena more readily than CMore/iu found that ingestion rates, expressed as 
biovtdume, for both species were similar. This was achieved by adjusting pumping rate, 
buccal vttiume displacement, and efficiency o f entrapment for the two algae.
•
The results o f this survey show that for each size class o f fish the ingestion rates were higher
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'tAoaLÍtáAnabama w itfaieqwatoM icroQ ifiíi. This is comUtent with the results o f 
T3nxaa»taL (1987) who found that pnticleingestioo o f S.gaJUatus incressedua 
ftmction<tfpaiticlesize. Seale ft  Beckvar (1980), however, found that dre máximum 
mgestk» rales o f five species o f amuantadptdes were remaAably similar acrouamuan and 
algal species. Althonghmaxiimimiiigestioa rates were not attained in this survey the results 
lend lo suggest mcreased feeding on Aneiiawia u  opposed to Microgvttr.
From the results, the maximum ingestion rate for small O.nUoticus feeding oo Anabatna 
would not be much greater than 3.89 x lO^pm^g'^ h'V This is comparable with valnes ot 
1.14tol.25xl0^|im^g'^ h*^foranurantadpcdesfeedingonAnohMiia^^Aamoi (Sealeft 
Beckver, 1980). The mean wet weights o f the five tadpde species tanged firom 0.08 to 
0.61g and the fish wet weights in this survey from 1.70 to 3.15g. Aldiough the wet weights 
o f the tadpole qtecies differed by a fector o f qjproximaiely 8 the differences in ingesticn 
rales between species were insignificanL Therefore, the conq>arison between anuían larvae 
and fish o f this size is usefiil as the difference in wet weight between the largest tadpde 
precies and the fish is approxiamtely x2 to x5.
In the sanw paper they also repcrt a maximum ingestk» rate o f 3.43 x 10^)un^g*^h'^  for 
Xmopuslagvis tadpoles feeding on vOmhaeiMi. Xenopus ta ttle s  are obligate midwater 
suqtension feeders with an extensive region o f mucus secretory ridges (Scale ft  Watsersug, 
1979). This suggests a more efficient mucus entrapment process for Xencpitf tai^ioles 
which could explain the increased ingestion rate compared with Hyla náRana 
taches, having similar oral structures with decreased filtering areas and a smaller buccal 
vtriume.
The ingestion rates for the two size classes o f fish are similar for the same algal species 
which is in agreement with Seale ft  Beckvar (1980). However, the curves would suggest 
greater maximum ingestion rates for the large O. mloticus when compared with the small 
size class for a particular spedes o f algae. This could be due to increased area o f the filter
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surface and increased mucui production due to proliferation o f the pharyngeal mncai cells 
(Northcott ft  Beveridge, 1988).
KfcDonald (1985) studied the ingestioa<rfO.<iureHi cn dnee species c f algae, including 
AmAaenafloa-aquae. Although direct values were not given in the paper an ingestion rate 
focAnabaaui o f 2.81. lO^iim^g'^ h*^ can be cakuUted for fish o f 66 • 83 mm SX . given a 
cell size o f 6 X 3iitn, and an ingestion rate o f 8.6.10^ cells h*^ for a mean fish wet weight 
o f 13.0g, at a calculated mean algal biovolume concentration o f 4.67. lO^iim^rpl'^ . From 
dte linear regression o f 8Sm m SX.O.nitoiicitf feeding on AnohoerM an ingestion rate o f 
1.52 X l()^(im^g*^h*^ is calculated for the above mean bkmdume concentration. The lowcr^ 
ingestion rate obtained by McDonald could be due to the fact diat the figure was an average 
obtained over a feeding period o f seven hours (u  opposed to one hour in this survey), prior 
to vAiich the fish had been starved for 24 hours. Frost (1972) found the ingestion rate o f 
starved Cafunur was greats than unstarved animals especially at higher particle 
concentrations, a trend observed by Wassersug ft  H off (1979) woildng on tadpoles. It has 
been stated before that Seale era/(1982) suggest a universality in ingestion rate regulatory 
mechanisms such as satiation or gut filling. Therefore, it is not inconceivable that the fish in 
McDonald's experiments (1985) had higher ingestion rates initially and diat these decreased 
as the gut filled during the feeding period.
The asymptotic relationship cS ingestion versus food concentration for small O. nitoHcus 
indicates saturation o f the filtering mechanism. During the course o f the trials, O.niloiicus 
were observed expelling boluses o f mucus and algae from the operculae opening in a 'cough' 
like action. Briggs (1985) found both increased opercular beat and cough rates for O. 
niloticus held in water with high algal riensities. Such regulatory behaviour would be 
necessary to maintain a constant ingestion rate at high algal concortrations and has been 
documented for various species. Seale ft  Wassersug (1979) observed that at high algal 
concentratioiu tadpoles expelled mucus • bound particles from their mouths. McMahon ft  
Rigler (1963) observed a rejection mechanism for Chlorella and yeast cells from the food
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groan at Dcphnia at high food concentntions.
The lowest concentration for which ingestion is measurable is called die 'threshold' 
concentration (Frost, 1975). The ingestion curve o i small O. nilodcus suggest a feeding 
threshold, whilst the linear ingestion curves for large O .iu feiici» suggest that the lower 
threshold concentration was not reached. Rrmn the nonlinear regressions o f small O. 
niloticus the biovolume cmicentrations at which ingestion would be zero are calculated as 
1.35.10^ and 6.41.10^ fotAnabaena and Microcystis respectively^ These
concentrations are conqiarable to those obtained for various species o f tadpole feeding on 
A. sphaerica, 3.72.10^ to 9.73.10^ (tm^ml*^ (Seale &  Beckvar, 1980). Seale & 
Wassersug (1979) found that the threshold concentrations were lower for tadpoles fed large 
Anabaena, an effect predicted by energy optimization models.
The results (Table 7) show a reduction in Anabaetut colony length during the feeding period. 
However, die histograms o f size ftequeticy (F ip . 11 &  12) give no indication o f specific 
size selection. The results could be due to colony breakage during the feeding process 
(Deason, 1980). Much literature exists on the size selection o f zooplankton. Porter (1977) 
stated that zooplankton may select against certain classes or species. The size selection o f 
various tilapia species has also been investigated (Drenner era/., 1984b; Drenner era/., 
1987), although this was using plastic microspheres, not natural phytoplankton. Seale & 
Beckvar (1980) found diat tadpoles are relatively indiscriminate suspension feeders. It 
would be expected that a filtering mechanism relying on mucus entrqiment would not be too 
size selective, though Savage (1952) suggested that the efficieiicy o f trapping by a mucus 
sheet increases as the ratio <A surface area / truss o f the particles to be trapped increases.
The plots o f nitration rate versus algal concentration gave two types o f curve for fish feeding 
on either Anabaena or Microcystis. This is comparable to the results o f Seale &  Wassersug 
(1979) for tadpoles feeding on i4nabaena and C/dore//a, respectively. The indirect method 
for measuring filtering rate assumes 100% retention o f particles. Therefore, diffaences in
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entnipment efficiency coold lutve resulted in the difTerencct in fUtering dynamics that were 
obierved for the fish feeding oo the t«K> algil spectet.
i
The fihxatioo corves for O. mfedcii* tce£a$ on Microcystis (Hg. 9b, d) are in agreement 
with a modified cnrvilinear model with a feeding threshold whereas those for O. ntfedcitf 
feeding OB itnahacM (H g. 9a, c) are more cooiparabie so a rectilinear model (Frost, 1973). 
However, both sets o f curves are consistent with sections o f fee energy optimization model 
1 proposed by Lehman (1976), who considered the filter-feeder u  an optimal forager.
The SEM study supports the early work o f Greenwood (1933) that mucus entrr^xnent of 
algae is an iiqiortant mechanism in the filter feeding o f tilapias. The appeanmce o f the 
mucus u  a sheet of fibres (Plate 17b, c ) is consistent with woric by Wassetsng (1972) on 
tadpoles vfeich demonstrated that ingested yeast ecus were tn^ped in a mucus wd> on the 
secretory ridges. The mucus covering the pharyngeal teeth (Plate 19) does not appear to 
be made up fibres. The difference in ultrastnicture maybe due to the different functions 
the mucus. The net-like, fibrous mucus o f the gill arches and gin rakers would be useful in 
particle entr^anent, whereas the'sheet-like'coveting o f the phamgeal teeth would be 
advantageous considering a lubricating function (Ndtthcottfe Beveridge, 1988). The 
occurence intricate, web-like mucus nets is well documented for appendicularian and 
ascidian filter-feeders (Flood, 1978; Flood A, Piala- Mddioni, 1979; Flood, 1981; Flood & 
Hala-Mddkmi, 1981). Humbert era/ (1984) found a progressive change in the mucus layer 
along the oesophagus o f the eel, AnguiUaangmUa, from a thick dense layer to a very thin 
fibrous network. They proposed that the change corresponded to changes in the functions of 
mucus.
In summary, the quantitative results being conqrarable to previous work on other aquatic 
suspension feeders tends to substantiate a universality in the fundamental regulatory 
mechanism o f filter feeding.
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T1» SEM study sqipom iievkHU maphological obamatioat that mncus eanpinent 
ptaytoptankson is inqxxtant in the filler feedint process o f O.futaleitf. The ability 40mm 
SX. fish to ingest micioscopic blue-green algae is co n ten t with ohseivatioiis that the
■ I
devdopment o f ttrocturesassociatnd with filter feeding is conylete by this size (Chapter 
twoX This size class is below that at which O.nifeiicus is reported to become 
pfaytoplankthrcroos in its natural habitat However, the shilt in diet and feeding mode may 
be due to an ontogenetic migration in the environment to an area with a difloent food 
resource.
Itwas, therefore, decided to cany out an investigation into the feeding ecology and 
ontogenetic changes in feeding structures o f 0. m fodotf populations held in the same 
environment
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Chapter 4
Thailand Fieldwork
4.1 Introducti<m
H ie divene feeding habits o f fiKultadve, {toiktivoroustilapisinannget^habitaahave 
been ttndies by many woiken. ThepfaytoplanktivcroutdietofO. nifoticiu indiew ildis 
well documented ORryer A  Oea, 1972; Moriarty & Moriaity, 1973; Trewavas, 1983; 
Getachew, 1987). The feeding 0. nUotiaa has also been studied in ponds (Yashouv 
& Giervinski, I960.1961). They showed that, although larger O. nilotiaa could feed 
on a wide range prey items available in the pood, the diet changed fiom  omnivorous to 
pliytoplanktivarous u  the flsh grew and moved into deeper water.
Much worichu been carried out on the feeding ecology O. mossambicus in Sri Lankan 
lakes. HofBr&Schieiner(1983)foundthedietof juvenile rish was very uniform, 
coosistmg o f phytoplankton and minetal sediment De Silva er of. (1984) reported that die 
feeding habits O.mossambiaa were variable from reservoir to reservoir; they ranged 
from heibivoty to total catnivoty. The diets o f flsh in there reservoirs was also shown to 
vary seasonally, with switches between zoc^ihagy, phytophagy and detritivory (Maitipe 
A  De Silva, 1983). The feeding habits d  O. mossambicus have also been studied in 
African water bodies. Bowen (1979) found that both juvenile and adult flsh in Lake 
Sibaya, South Africa fed on benthic detrital aggregates. However, the mossambicus 
population in Hartbeespoort Dam showed an ontogenetic shift in diet but as they grew 
they fed increasingly on Af. aeruginosa and detritus.
Whyte (1973) found that the diet o f adult S. galilaeus muittfasciatus in Lake Bosumtwi,
9 2
Ghana wuphytopbnktivotous. with the dominant algae being Microcystis tp., 
Anabaena sp„ Scendesmus tp. and Cosmarium ip.
The zooplanldivoraut feeding and selectivity o f 5. gofi&ieuf hw been studied in the 
labaratoiybyDrennerefa/.(1982). Fish less dian 20 mm SJL fed u  obligate paiticnlate 
feeders and were sire selective, having highest feeding electivities for laige-sized 
zooplankton species. Fish larger than 62 mm S I .  fed as obligate filter feeders and had 
positive electives for prey with poor escape ability. However, in Lake Kinneipt, Israel 
the same species was shown to feed primarily on phytoplankton, widi Peridinium 
cfncium fa wem'i being the dorninam species in the gut contents (Gophen, 1980; 
Spataru, 1976).
The feeding selectivity o f O. aureus has been investigated using plankton community 
impact, mesocosmexperimenu. Pierce (1983) simply demonstrated algal grazing by this 
species, whereas Drenner et al. (1984b) showed diat O. aureus suppressed populations 
o f the large-sized algae Uroglenopsis tp.astdCeraiium sp. Vinyard era/. (1988) looked 
at the plankton community impacu o f both S.galiiaeus and O. aureus. Both fish 
suppressed crustaceans and rotifers; however, S. gaiilaeus suppressed more and 
enhanced fewer nanoplankton taxa than did O. aureus.
In the lutural habitat (where movement between different areas is possible) the feeding 
mode and diet o f O. nilodcus changes from omnivorous particulate feeding, when young 
fry, to phytoplanktivorous filler feeding by 60 mm total length (Trewavas, 1983). .
t
Investigations cf feeding apparatus aral diet have been documented for a number o f 
planktivorous fish species. A  change in the diet from zooplanktivoiy to phytoplanktivory 
o f the Argenting anchovy, Engrau/uoncA/oia. corresponding to devdopmentcrf the filter 
apparatus has been demonstrated by Dz. de Ciechomski (1967). Similar findings have 
been documented for E. Japónica (Shen,1969); for pilchard, S.oceilata, and anchovy, 
E.capensis (King & MacLeod, 1976) and for E.mordax (O'Connell, 1981). Rosen &
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Hales (1981) conelated the developinent o f die gill nken with the zooptanktivcrou filter 
feeding o f adult paddlefish, Pofyodon spathula. Similarly, thephytoplanlctivorout 
feeding habit o f the silver carp was condaled with its gill raker morphology (Iwata.1976). 
Datta ft  Munshi (1984) during an SEM investigafion observed that die lameUated 
gill-iakers o f RfdnommugU cwstda made an efficient sieve for straining phytoplankton as 
did Houler er at. (1979) for the mullet, Mugil cepkalus.
The above studies involve a branchial miparattts diat is assumed to work at a p ^ v e  sieve. 
However, as proposed in Chapter two, the gill raker morphology o f O.mlodeids does 
not appear to rqnetoit an efficient sieve and mucus entrapment it proposed. Anum berof, 
authon have oontideted the role o f branchial mucus in entrapment o f fine food particles. 
Greoiwood (19S3) observed the interdigitadmi o f gin rains in the phytoplanktivorous 
O. esculentus and (nopoted mucus entrapment o f algae in the buccal cavity. Similar 
mechanisms have been proposed for the estuarine round-herring, GUchristella aestuarius, 
(White ft  Bruton, 1983) and the Atlantic menhaden, B. tyrannm, (Friedland, 1983). 
Gibson (1988) observed mucus glands on the giU arches o f the herring, Clupea harengus, 
but was not certain whether they contributed to adhesion o f particles.
Prolactin is known to control mucus secretion in some teleosts (Johnson, 1973).
According to Marshall (1976) gin, but not skin, goblet cells in Leptocomu are under 
endocrine control, and are particulaiy influenced by prolacdn and cortisol. M attheijft 
Spranges (1969) demonstrated that when the activity o f the prolactin secreting ceUs is 
reduced Anoptichthys jordani had fewer giU mucous cells than control fish. This was 
alto shown for Mugil cephalus and M. capiio (Blanc - Livini ft  Abraham, 1970). 
Wittouk (1975) found that prolactin injection caused a pronounced increase in the number 
o f gill mucus cell in axolotls. These studies suggest that mucus production is ctmelated 
with mucus cell number, an observation which was further substantiated by studies on the 
Sialic acid, N-acetylneuraminic acid (N AN A ), a component o f fish mucus. Olivereauft 
Lemoine (1972) assumed that the NANA concentration was related to goblet cell number in
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die qiidennis o f the ed, Añgidita angutUa. Pickering (1974) demoottiated diet the NANA 
CQocentimdoa in the qddeimit o f trout n d  char was ditecdy propotdooal to the mucus cell 
coocentradoo.
Leatherland &  Lam (1969) and Marshall (1976) used a'score system'to esdnute mucus 
cell numbers. However, Solanki &  Benjamin (1982) measuring mucus cell 
concentrations in die gills, buccal caviQr and epidermis o f the sticklcbadc, Pungidus 
ptmgidiu, pointed out that such quandtadve methods may not be sensitive enott^ for 
non-perametric statistics, leading other workers to limit investigation to qualitative 
analyses. Hoblems with counting the mucus cdls in the giU taken o f O.mlodcus have 
been rqiorted in an earlier study (NorthcottA Beveridge, 1988).
The anatomical studies reported in this woric suggest that the filter feeding qiparatus o f O. 
nilodau is ftiUy developed by tqiproxirrutely 40 mm SX. Furthermore, the ingestion 
experiments described previously (Chapter three) demonstrate that fish o f this length can 
ingest Anabama and Microcystis. Itwudecided, therefore, to investigate the possible 
'switch-over' period and ontogenetic shift in dietary habit o f O. mloticus held in the tame 
environment The study involved an investigation o f the feeding ecology and the structure 
and development o f die feeding apparatus in 0. mloticus held in cages in fertilized poods.
The feeding ecology was studied by stmnach content analysis. The wide diversity in the 
size and Qrpe o f food items in die diet o f fish in diis study required that a combination 
objective methods and subjective methods were adopted fiom the available literature. 
Review and discussion papers on the methods involved in stomach content analysis are 
numerous (Hynes, 1950; PiUay, 1952; Langler, 1956; WindeU, 1968; Windell & 
Bowen,1978; Berg, 1979; Hyslop, 1980). The methods chosen were those relevant to 
the ainu o f the dietary study, the aims being:
1. Consideration o f temporal variation in the diet with changing conditions in the 
cages.
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2. Diet coa^afiMo between diffintat d ie  elutes the lame species.
3. Invtstigatioa o f diurnal feeding diylfains.
A i the results o f Ouqnen two and tliiee lubMantiate a theory o f mucus entrqmiBnt in the 
feeding mechanism o f O.nUotiau it was decided toinvestigate d»e hisiriogy o f the 
filtering qtpeiatna. AtaaiUe changes in bodiootogeaetic and diunial pharyngeal mucus 
cell histology were investigaled to reveal any ocnelatioa between mucus production and 
hittochemistty with the feeding ecology o f the fish. Mucus cril occurence and 
morphology were used as an indictor o f mucus production, however, only a qualitative 
aiudysis was performed.
4,2 Materials and Methods 
4,2Jl Eiqwrimental Design
The experiments were conducted in a large pond, 100m x 23m, which was organically 
fertilixed triencourage a heavy hloom o f plankton (see Odman A  Edwards, 1987 for 
discussion). Ideally the water would have contained minimum organic/detrital material hut 
dense populations o f plankton with hlue-green algae dominating alter a period o f species 
successioa Three cages, 1.8 x 1.8 x 0.9m deep, were located in the pood (see 
fiontispiece) and were stocked with groups o f O. niloiicus of weight classes 2.66 ±1.03 g 
(small); 6.93 ±  2.13g (medium) and 12.97 ±  3.03g (large), (n-30, from an initial sample
wMghing) Approximately 4000 o f the small size class fish were stocked in cage C, 800 
medium sized fish in cage Band 400 large size class fish in cage A . The fieldwork was 
carried out over a period o f 43 dSQfS. The rets were changed at 10 day intervals because ol 
die h i^  rate o f fouling. No supplementary feed was given, thoefore, sample weighings 
were made so as to calculate growth rates.
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4 ^  Project InTestigations
I Generml W ater Q uality.
WMerquaUty watmeatiirad tfarooghout the duntioo o f die project The panmeten 
meuurad were pH, temperature, disserved oxygen (D.O.), chlorophyll 'a', phaeophytin 
andaeodKhacdqMfa. Theieparameten were reco(dedfit»i one to three timea daily in 
eadi cage and in the pond, in the early motning, at midday and late afternoon. Duringthe 
dhmal feeding triala the temperature and D.O. were meaaitred every three bouri. 
Tempaatare and D.O. were meaaured at the pood uaing a OandonYSI model 37 oxygen 
meter. Onelitre water tangles were taought back to the laboratory for pH and pigment 
analyaia. The ]d lw u  recorded uaing a bench [dim eter and chlorophyll'a'determined 
according to APHA (1983).
Water tamplea for [danktoo anafyaia were collected uaing a wide-necked (8cm diameter)
2L bottle fixed to the end (d a  2.3m pole. Samides were taken back to die laboratory and
allowed to setde in 2L graduated meaauring cylinders. Settling was aided by the additkm
(»
(dLugot's iodine, this alao preserved the final settled sample. After settling, the 
supernatant was careftilly siphoned o ff uaing a rubber tube and the concentrated san^le 
transferred to 30ml (dastic bottles. Sanqdes were preserved in the dark at 4*c.
n  Diurnal Trials.
Two feeding trials were carried out fiom  6.11.87 to 7.11.87 and 9.11.87 to 10.11.87 
on fish o f •• 80mm SXl For the first trial eight fish were netted every three hours from 
0900 to 0600 hours, three for stomach content sanqiles (see below) and five for stomach 
dry weight analysis (see below). G ill arch tissue was taken at 1200,1800,2400 and 0600 
hours. For the second trial five fish were taken every three hours as described above. The 
stomach pH was measured and the storruch and guts including contents were dissected 
out, separated and placed in individual foil dishes for dry weight analysis (see below).
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One fieeding trial offish  35mm SX.w at earned out firom 17.11.87-18.11.87. The 
I procedure was at for the fin t trial o f 80mm SX. fish, exc^sttm iach (fay weight analytis
was not performed.
in  Ontogeny of Feeding apparatus and Habiti.
Hsh o f size etaw *« 35,50,65 and 80mm SX . were studied. H ve fish per size class 
were sanq l^ed. Stomachs were preserved for stomach content analysis and feeding 
apparatus fixed for hist(A>gicai and scanning electron microscope studies.
The final coflqxisition of the water c(dumn in die pond and cages was a dense 
M . a tm g iiio sa  bkxmi in suqiension. During this phase sanóles fish (tf size classes 
40 and 80mm S X  were netted for coUeetkn of Stomach contents and histological fixation
o f the feeding apparatus.
i
4,2 J  Sampling Protocol
I Sampling Technique
Fish were samjded from the cages using a dip net fixed to a 2m bamlxxi p<^ enabling 
fish to be sam]ded fiom  various parts o f the cage. The bamixx) walkway next to the cages 
ftoilitated such sampling. Immediately the fish were netted from the cages they were
in t IwvVt* <vw»«ining hwimraine. The fish vKete taken badt to the labontny 
for further investigatkxL AU fish were measured and weighed prior to being killetL
n  Stomach Content Collection
The stomach o f fish 2 60mm SX. were carefully dissected out and the oesophageal 
and pykxk openings closed with thread tied in a surgeon's reef knot. These stomachs 
were then placed in 10% buffered formalin in labelled plastic pots. Fish S 50mm S.X had
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an incitkn nude along Ifae belly, from the anus to the rear o f the phaiyngeil chamber. Ihe 
inciaian penetrated into the abdominal cavity. The whole fiih  were then ¡daced in 10% 
buffered fonnalin in labelled poti.
in  Tiamc Fixation
Gill archea o f large fish or whole heads o f small 40mm SX .) fish were processed 
for hisltdogy or SEM using the technupies described in sections 2.2.3 and 2.Z4. Tissues 
for histidogy were stored at 4*c at the Asian Institute o f Technology (AJ.T.), Bangkok, 
ftocessing and embedding in wax was canied out at die National Inland Hsheiies Institute 
(N .LFX ), Kasetsart University, Bangktdo Tissues for SEM were stored in 70% acetone 
at 4*c and were transported back to Sdriing where final processing took {dace, 
t
IV Stomach pH
Stomach pH was recorded with the use o f a MI-415 Micro<omhination pH probe 
(Microelectrodes Inc., U.S.A.). Hsh were san^ded from the cage and placed in a bucket 
containing pood water. They were transported to the laboratory where they were 
anaethedzed with benzocaine and lolled. Immediately after bong killed the belly wall was 
careftiOy cuto(ien to expose the stomach. The stomach was removed and an incision made 
in the stomach walL The pH probe was insetted into the stmnach contents and the reading 
displayed via a digital laboratory pH meter which gave values to 2 decimal places. The 
time scale from fish santyling to conqiledon o f {H  recording was never greater than 20 
minutes, An earlier ex{>eriment demonstrated that there was no change in the pH o f the 
stonuch contents o f a dissected stomach dining a 30 minute {leriod.
V Dry weight of stomach contents.
Individual stomachs and contents were placed in se{>arate, preweighed dishes and 
dried to constant weight at 70*c. The empty stomachs o f thirty starved fish o f weight 
range 8.9 • 22.3g were also dried to constant weight A  plot o f em])ty stomach dry weight
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(mg) venal flih wet wdsht (g) was coutnicted (Hg. 13)andaiegrettioiieqaatioa
Y  «  0.749X -f 1.78 (t^ -  0.72) where Y  is the stomach diy weight and X  the 
fishwetweight Usii^ this data it was possible to calculate the expected diy weights o f 
empty strimarhs ind hence the dry weight o f the stomach contents only o f the fish in the 
diurnal feeding study.
42.4 Sample Analysis
I Wata* Samples
Phytoplankton were emunenUBd using a modification o f the Lackey drop 
(microttansect) counting method (AFHA, 1985). A  50pl aliquot was placed on a 
microicope slide using an antoniatic nucKhpqjette. A  covenUp was gendy lowered over 
the water drop using watchmaken fotceps. The pbytoplankon were identified to gmius 
level Algae were enumerated when they occurred in signifieant numbers, > 4001'^ , 
otherwise their presence w u  merely noted When cells occuired in cdonies the cokmy 
was counted as the unit The small green unicells chloreUa and chhrococcum were 
counted and sized u  one group. The phytoplankton were identified and counted using a 
x40 objective in at least 10 fields o f view per slide. Three replicate slides were analysed 
for each water sample. The exceptions to this method were A fic ro q «» nAPhacus 
which, due to dteir increased size, were enumerated according to the method adopted for 
the zooplankton (see below).
Zoofdankton were enumerated and identified using a Sedgewkk-Rafter counting chamber. 
A  1 ml aliquot w u transferred to the chamber using a wide b(»e pipette. The microscope 
objectives used were xlO and x20. Counts o f three replicate chamben were made. Only 
whole organisms or heads o f organisms were counted.
The linear dimmsions o f both the zooplankton and the phy tofrianktim were meuured using 
an eyepiece graticule. The biovolumes were calculated using sim i^ geometric figures
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appnnümatiiig Ifae th q » o f the (vganttm. Rgniocboien were coUabonied with Ifaow in 
dKpoblahedliteatiirB(Tablet9andlO). Algal biovotumes were calculated from 
^Kciineiis in an integtaM sample o fteva iioaa  individual dates. Zooplankton 
hiovolunies were calculated foe sqtarale cages and sampling dates, escqitCfatocew 
where the Uovohune was calculated fiom  combined data.
The percentage volume omiposition o f the various conqxments in the water sanqAes was 
judged by eye in 5% intervals. The conyonents were detritus, phytoplankton (excluding 
Microcystis \ Microcystis and zoofdankton. Using the actual density and biovolurae 
values for the phytoplankton and aooplankion the percentage vttoneconyoaitions wem 
also calculated using a numerical method. The two methods were then compared (Table 
11).
I
n  Stomach Samples
Each stomach was cut open and the contents diluted in a known amount (tf water. 
Algae was identified as before. Enumeration was not attempted as the formation o f 
unicells and ctdonies into large indistinguishable clumps would have biased the results. 
However, the percentage volume compositioo o f the total phytoplankton in the stomach 
contents was estimated as before. This procedure was also adi^ >ied for the detrital 
composition.
Zooftoikton, Microeynir sadPhacta were identified and enumerated as for the water 
samites. It was decided to treat Aftcrcxyttir ssAPhacus separately because o f dieir size 
compared to die other algal species (^iproximately x900 and xl5 reflectively, comparing 
biovolumes with the largest o f the other fiecies).
The percentage volume contributions were talculated using the numbers present in the 
stomach and biovolume data, assuming the total volume they represented was 100%, less
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the pliytoplKdctoa pivi detritu peroentsge volnmes (obliiiied from visoal etdiiiatet). 
VcmvKt, tat microcystis contributioa wai ettimated viioally when its biovolaine was 
greater than approximaidy tweaQr pocent
Ounngtliemicroqwir bloom prdiimnaiyobMrvatioiia revealed that the water and 
Homacfa langiles were dwninaied by Ifaia ^ teciet. NUxtcUa wupretent but occurred in 
nqligible numbers, u  did die zooplankton qiecies.
Uting the itomacb content and water sample data for the study (rf feeding haUt with 
ontogeny it was possible to calculate feeding selecdvities for the different fish size classes. 
The selecdvity on a particular food-Q ^ was calculated using the electiviQf index o f Ivlev 
(19 6 1):
Electivity, E ■ (r - p) / (r p)
where r is the proportion o f a food item in the diet and p is the proportion in the 
environment
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Table9. Phytoplanktonbwvtduniedaa
Oesxu Shape Vohunefpit? ) Volume fiom (Ref) 
Uteature (um3)
U N I C E L L S
Crypumonas d l 1849±182 2500 (1 ). 1950-3750(2) 1658(3)
TracMomonm sph 1127±43
NitaeUa cyl 573±31 360,402(3)
CycIottUa cyl 234S±164 400-10000(1). 540-980(2) 1600(3), 200-1000(5)
ChtordlaA.
Chlorococcum sph 614±180 200(1), 33(2X 30(3), 30(5)
Ckmococaa sph 363±67 60-150(5)
AnkistnxUsmus bicon 33.3±8.9 30(2), 26(3)
Phaaa d l 33184±4608
CXXXMES
Sctiudtmuj cubic 817±133 860(4), 1000(1), 710(3), 30-200(5)
Oocysds eU 827±141 400(1), 640-2960(3), 200-300(5)
Cntdgiiaa cubic 16051276 605(3)
Phytoconis sph 15041205
Mtri3mop*(Sa plate 7341120
WattUa sph 491149
Microcystis sph
cyl
1456010.3908.104 4.2(0.034 - 97) . 10 (2), 
1.734510.1969.10 100000(1). 20000(4)
Abbreviations of geometiic figures:
eU • ellipsoid; sph-sphere; cyl-cylinder; bicon - two coim  fused at there bases
References: (1) Findenegg, Nauwerck in VoUenweider (1974).
(2) Reynolds (1984).
(3) Bellinger (1974).
(4 ) Dokum«(a/. inSchiemer(1983).
(5) Bennan & Pollinger (1974). (volumes given are for individual cells).
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Tabk 10. Zoopitnkton biovotnine data.
Genus Sh^w
3
Volume (^m  )
Volume from 
literature (u n P )
Rodfen a 8.86 • 11.49.10’
CopQK)dft m o tL eil * 7.77 - 9 .90.10* 
S
1.80 - 18.03.10*(1) 
3
N aqd ii m oeLeli 5.28 - 6.82.10 0.33 - 2.79.10 (1 )
Cladoeen a 11.27 ±  2.65.10* 0.90 - 25.10.10*(1)
Abtoeviationa o f Geometric H gm ts: ell-cDipaoid; modeU* modified ellipsoid
from Lawrenoe et aU. (1987)
References: (1 ) Lawrence et al (1987)
Table 11. Comparison o f estiinated and calculated percentage 
volunie contributions
Water Sazq^
Percentage volume: estimated (calculated) 
Phytoj^ ankton Zooplankton Microcystis Detritus
A  9.11.87 75 (72.6) 20 (22.4) + 5
A  15.11.87 45 (47.6) 10 (7.4) 45
C 14.11.87 65 (58J ) 5(7.0) 15 (19.6) 15
C 17.11.87 65(65.4) 25(24.6) + 10
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43  Results
43.1 Water Quality
Daily chlorophyll V  and pH viluet in die cages and the pond are shown in flguits 14a-<L 
The increase in chlorophyll V  to concentrations o f200 - 400 mg m*^ conesponds with 
the occurence o f the Aficrocynir bloom, first apparent on 23.11.87.
From readings taken during the diunud trials it was q^Mucnt that D.O. values were 
consistently at their lowest at 0600 hours and increased during the day until 1800’houri 
after which they fell to the morning low (Hg. 15a-c). This pattern was the tame for die 
water tempoature (fig . ISa-c).
The pH o f the water was approximately 7 at the start o f the field trial but rote to 9 -10 by 
theendofthestudy when the pond w u  dominated by the AficroQuiu bloom.
4 3 3  Diurnal Feeding Studies
The first diurnal study was an investigation of O. mloticus o f approximately 80mm S.L.. 
Initially, 09(X) hours, the stomachs were empty. A t 1200 hours all the fish stomachs 
examined contained caddis fly  larvae only. The mean number present in each stomach was 
426t 34 (n -3 ) and the stomach fullness index (SFI) was five. The dry weight o f the 
stomach contents was 46.3 ±  11.4 mg (n «S ). At 15(X) and 18(X) hours die stomachs 
contained the digested remains o f the caddis larvae. The SFTs had decreased to 3 arid 1 
respectively and the dry weight o f the contents to 1S.2 ±  9.3 mg (n>S) at ISOO hours. By 
2100 hours the stomachs were empty and remained so until Q900 hours the following day. 
A t 1200 hours on the 7.11.87 the contents were as oudined in table 12. The results are 
represented graphically in figure 16.
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The data coOected from the tecofidiiMdiiis trial o f 80mm s  JL O.Mitoficttf iip ven in  
table 13. K waa only poaaible to qoandiy the diet oonqioetioa at 2100 boon (table 14) due 
to the diffeieat ««»»« o f the dinmal study. However, during the period when the fish were 
feeding tbe stomach contents were a lw i^  a gteen/tarown colour indicating that there was 
no selective feediiig on a prédominant snimal food type, hi the fiist trial the colour o f the 
«trmiwrh wag ctcam whcn fteding on caddis larvae and gieen/farown when feeding
on mixed food types at 1200 hours. The feeding pattern daring diis trial was vety dUTerent 
to diat o f the first study. A t 1200 houit there was no qjparent synchronization feeding 
widi SFTs ranging from 0 to 4. A t 1300 hours the fish had similar SFTs and stmnach 
content (fry weights. The fish remained feeding until 24(X) hoots. However, stomach 
fullness never reached the levels o f the previous trial when feeding vorasdously on caddis 
larvae.
Theidloftfaestoniachwuplottedagaimtthestomachcontentdiy weight, figure 17. The 
curve was best fitted using a logarithmic regression 
Y  •  -1.48 loge(l + X ) + 6.21 (r^ «  0.92) 
where Y  is die stomach and X  die stomach content dry weiÿit (mg).
The third diurnal study concerned fish 35mm SX. Results are given in table 15. Itis
apparent diat the feeding pattern was similar to die second feeding snidy o f 80mm SX. 
fish. The composition o f the stomach contents show no particular trends with high 
temporal variation being shown for all food types. The colour o f the stomach contents was 
green to green/brown except at 18CX) hours when they were cream. This corresponds to a 
period o f feeding on predominandy zoo{dankton (•• 58% biovolume composition). The 
results are represented graphically in figure 18.
433 Ontogeny o f feeding habits
Results are pven in table 16 and figure 19. For each size class the zooplankton
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coatributioa it voy snudl (2.4 to 7.2%) wfaeieai «leiritni and phytofdanktoa {day a nujor 
R ^ in lfaed iet TlieperoentatBafpiiyto^aiiktoa in the diet it incxcaaed in the dnee larger 
tiaeclaatet with the Microcysdj cootribiition incteating with incteaaed tiie  o f fiah. Table 
17 gtvea the algal ^ teciea found in the atnmachatrf the four tizeclaatea Offiah. The 
detrital component it very large, 80% in the 35mm SX. fiah but decreaaea to «40%  for 
tfaelargerfiah. The letulta for the Ivlev'telectiviQrindicea ate thown in figure 20. The 
pattern it tim il«- for both 65 and 80mm S X  fiah with the indicea for the 50mm S X  fith 
being a tranaitko between the 35mm S X  tize clan and the two larger tize claaaea.
A  prominent feature o f all feeding triala w u  the complete abtence o f Cryprnnonas ^  
from the ttomach tanplea detpite ita common pretence in the water column, comributing 
fiera 9.1 - 37.6% o f the phytoplankton biovolume.
The atomachcontenta o f both 40 and 80mm S X  fiah during the Microcystis bloom were 
dommated by Ihia algae. Zoc^Iankton ipedea and Nitxschia vmc preaent but occurred in 
very low numbett. Stomach contenia were bright green in colour.
43.4 Histology and Ultrastructure of the 
pharyngeal feeding apparatus
The ultrastrocture and development o f the pharyngeal region, aa revealed by SEM, was the 
sanoe as thatof pievioua studiea (Nmthcott & Beveridge, 1988 and Beveridge era/, in 
pteas).
The histological examination revealed a few differences between the filter feeding 
qjparatus o f fish studied in Thailand and those in the previous study (Northcott & 
Beveridge, 1988). The devdopmental study revealed that the mucus cells o f the gill arch 
and giU rakers became prevalent in fish 2 50mm S X  It was also apparent that the 
staimng properties o f the large clavate mucus cells were different
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In fith 3S - 6Smm S i> these stained pnnrie^rink f<rik>wing alcian blue (pH 2JVPAS 
and bright pink following aldan blue (pHLOyPAS indicating a piedominance o f neutial 
mncosnbstances but with some acidic mucosobstancespiesenL The clavate cells o f the 
80mm SJL fish tended to have an propostioa o f acidic mucosubstances, staining
pnqde to Uue foUowing alcian blue (pH 2.5VPAS and bright pink to pale pink ftrilowing 
alcian blue (|M l.OyPAS.
The lesnlts cf the hiskdogical studies on fish sampled during die dhunal trial showed that
there was no diange in « » « « « «g  properties or morphcrfogy o f the mucus cells during die 
feeding periota studied. However, the huge clavate mucus cells o f the 80mm SX. size 
groiqi showed a of neutral mucosubstances as shown by the 35 • 6Smm
S X  rttii o i the ontogénie study. The mucus cells o i the 35mm S X  fish had the same 
staining properties as above.
The histology o f the mucus cells o f die 80mm S X  fish during the Microcystis bloom 
w oe the as tor this « « «  class in the ontogénie study ie . an increased proportion of 
acidic mucosubstances. However, the clavate mucus cells o f 40riun S X  fish during theI.
bloom showed an increased proportion o f acidic mucosubstances staining as for the larger 
size class. Purple/pink to blue following alcian blue (pH Z5VPAS and bright to pale pink 
following alcian blue (pH l.OyPAS.
The mucus cells in the sockets of the mandibular and pharyngeal teeth o f all fish studied 
stained blue following alcian blue (pH l.OVPAS and, therefore, contained a sulphated 
glycoprotein.
4 JJ  Fish Growth
Despite no supplementary feeding during the experimental period there was good growth 
o f the fish. The data from the sample weighings are given in table 18.
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Table 12 Peiceniage vtriume «»qMtitioo the diet of
80mm SX jO. niloticus at 1200 botin, 7.11.87
F O (»IIE M  ' % OCCURKENCE
1
Rotifen 4.2
Copq|)oda +
Naqnlii 0.6
. dadocen 1.1
Microcystis 2.1
Phacus 22.0
Phytoplankton 20
Detritus 50
Total PHYTOPLANKTON 44.1
Total ZOOTLANKTON 5.9
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Tabk l3  S to o u ch F aU n eu Iv U ce i,S F I; ttomichcooient
<byweight. S C D (i^  uni M om ich ^  during tbe 
diunul study on ■> Somin S.L.
O. nilotiau.
Time Bmmeter 0. niloticus 
1_______ 1____
tpccitpco
_______ i _____ 3
SFI 0 0 3 3 4
1200 SCD - - 12.4 17.8 19.6
pH 5.68 5.00 1.90 2.10 1.60
SH 3 3 3 3 4
1500 SCD 8.2 15.0 12.7 13.3 17.1
pH 1.50 Z73 2.32 1.70 1.70
sn 3 3 3 4 4
1800 SCD 23.8 15.9 16.7 40.0 2 6 J
pH 1.00 1.50 1.94' 1.48 1.64
sn 3 3 3 3 4
2100 SCD 12.7 9J 12.2 34.4 36.9
pH 2.04 2.25 1.72 1.41 1.04
SFI 0 3 4 4 4
2400 SCD-» - 14.8 25.2 36.5 44.9
pH 6.70 1J2 1.54 1J7 1.37
SFI 0 0 0 0 2
0300 SCD - - - - •
pH 6.74 5.51 5.60 6.20 1.76
sn 0 0 0 0 0
0600 SCD - - - - -
pH 6.92 6.77 7.03 7.03 6.95
sn 0 0 0 0 0
0900 SCD - - - 4.0 3.9
pH 5.30 6.34 6.25 5.44 3.62
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Tabtel4. Pereentage volume composition o f die diet o f 80mm S X  
O.niiodcus at2100hoara, 9.11.87.
F O cn riE M %  OCCURRENCE
Rotifen 3.8
Copepoda 1.8
NaupilU 0.6
Oadocen 0.8
Microcystis 11.3
Phacus 1.7
Phytoplankton 3 0
Detritus 50
Total PHYTOTLANKTON 43.0
Total ZO (»>LANKTC»i 7.0
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Table IS. IUBi|e<tf SFTt and percentage vobimeconmotition of the diet during 
the unm al feed trial (tf small SSmmSX. O.mlodau.
Food Type
SH
Tune
3
0900
0
1200
1-3
1500
3-4
1800
5
2100
3-3
2400
1-3
0300
0
0600
RoCifera 3.8 - 11.2 1.9 18.4 27.9 16.1
-
Capepcdk - - 12.8 29.9 0.7 1.1 2.0
Nanplii 0.2 - 0.2 0.2 + 0.1 0.1 -
dadocera - - A3 14.5 0.8 0.9 1.8
Microcystis 13.3 - + ^0 40 50 60
Phacus 2J - IJ 11.6 + + •f
Phytoplankton 20 - 15 10 10 15 10
Detritus 00 - 55 30 30 5 10
Total FHYTOFLANKTC»! 36.0 • 16.5 23.6 50.0 65.0 70.0 -
Total Z0(X>LANKTCX>1 4.0 - 28.5 58.1 19.9 30.0 20.0
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Table 16. rtueclaasesof
Food Type
33
si%  mm.
ao
Rotifen U u 3J 3.4
Copepoda 0.7 Z5 1.7
NaupHi + 0.2 0.1 0.2
Qadocera 0.2 + 1.1 OJ
MUnrocysiis 4.9 16.3 22.1 23.6
Phaaa + 1.3 0.7 0.6
Phytoplaiiktoa 10 40 30 2 S
Detritus 80 40 40 45
Total FHYTOlANKTm 14.9 37.6 ^1 32.8 49.2
Total 2XXXtj\NKItX l 5.1 2.4 7.2 3.8
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Table 17. Algal teaen  found in tbettomacfacoateiita o f the four size clasies<tf 
O.nUodaa during the ootogeaedc study.
Chlon^yta
AnUatrodtsmus sp. 
Acdnastnm sp. 
ChionUa sp. 
Chlorococamt sp. 
Cntdttria s^. 
Diayoaphotnum sp. 
Oocym sp. 
Padtasarvm sp. 
Pkyuxoms sp. 
Sctnedasmus sp. 
Temmkon sp.
Cyanophyta
Chroococcus sp. 
MariantoptSa sp. 
Microcyatia aeniginosa 
Waa&aUa
Bacillariophyta
CydonUa sp. 
Niaacha sp.
Eugleoophyta
Phacua sp. 
Trachelomonaa sp.
Table 18. Data from t
• n - l l i n « '
i(n-30)
Cage
27.10.87
wet weight (g) 
5.11.87 30.11.87
MSO
A 12.97 ±  3.05 15.12 ±  3.06 33.19 ± 5 J 6  * 156
B 6.95 ±2.15 7.92 ±  1.64 21J7  ±  4.21 210
C 2.66 ±  1.05 3.38 ±  1.74 7.72 ±4.04 + 190
MSO Monthly specific growth rate as % initial weight
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4.4 Discussion
The data preieoted in this cluster reveals the divene feeding habits o f O.nUoticus. De 
Silva <r d/. (19S4) proposed that the diet o f populations devourini more dian S0% o f 
detritns, plant and animal material should be considered to be detritivorons, herbivorous 
andcantivorousreqKctivdy. Rom  the results presented here it can be seen that both 
small and large O.míotíau had dietaiy habits corresponding to all o f the above modes at
I
some time during the stutfy. De SOvaernf. (1984)ioonfiimed the venatile dietaiy habits o f 
O.mossambiaa in connected water system in Sri Lanka and Maitipe St De Silva (1983) 
investigating O.mossambiaa in twelve man-made lakes, SriLanka, showed tiiat none 
of the populations maintained either a detritivorous, phyU^lanktivorous or a 
zooplankiivoroos habit through the year.
During this study, although at times the dietaiy spectrum w u  very wide, the fish were 
also observed to feed predominantly on single prey items. Yashouv &  Chervinsld (1960) 
studying tile feeding o f O.nUoiiau in poods in brael, found tiiat the fish would feed on 
the wide range oi food items in the water even when tiie prey were offered on thehrown, 
u  a tingle diet In this study, the ingestion single prey items was selective, at 
observed when the large O.nUotiaa fed on caddis fly larvae. However, ingestion o f a 
single prey item can be due to tile uniform con^ioaition o f food in the environment When 
small and large O.mloticus ingested predominantly Aficrocystit during the bloom o f tiiis 
algae the Microcystis «Monies foimed nearly 100% o f tiie food biomass in the cages. 
Gophen (1980) rqxxts that the intestines o f S. galiiaeus caught in the summer in Lake 
Kinneit were fell o f Periduuan. Spatain (1976) states that Peridinium blooms during 
March to April sometimes forming mme than 93% o f the phytt^lankton biomass.
s
Ifowever, Peridinium w u  also found in the guts throughout the year, even when the 
algu w u  sparse, indicating selective feeding by S.galUaeus.
This study demonstrated that in the pond cage situatkm under investigation the ontogenetic
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change in diet, documented for O. nilotíau in its natural habitat CTtewayat, 1983), ia 
not a definite event Large O.miotieus were at times both camivonns and detritivorous. 
However, fish smaller than the twitch over* lengdi held in water dominated 
subtended Mierocysds were observed to feed on this alga. H ie changes in diet within 
natural populations, however, ^pear to be related to changes in habitat Moriaiqrara/. 
(1973) observed changes in O.idlodciu toaphytoplanktivoRMSdietccneqioiidingwifli 
a migration into deqier water. Yaabouv & Chervinski (1961) showed that thit switch in 
O.nUoúcus also conesonded to changing habitat even within ponds.
During the study on the development o f the feeding ecology it w u possible to examine the 
feeding selectivities <it the fish o f difforent size classes. A ll size clssses showed positive 
selection for rotifiers and negative selection for copepods(Hg. 20). TUs agrees with the 
workby Drenner era/. (1984b) which showed foat large O.auma (123-190 mm S I.) 
suppressed (Inhibited the growth o f) populatioot o f the rotifer tCtnuMa q>. but enhanced 
(stifflulated the growth o f) copqiodid and adult stages o f die copepod DUpiomus. The 
selection for copqiod naiq^ (Rg. 20) changed from negative dectivity in 33 mm S I. 
O.nUoiicuj, through no qiecificelectivity for mid-length fish, to positive selection at 80 
mmSX. This agrees with Drenner era/. (1982) investigating the feeding o f S.galUaeus 
in zoofdankton assemblages. They found that fish o f 20-42 mm S I. feeding as particulate 
feeders had negative selection for oopepodnaiqilii and filter feeding fish had positive 
electivity. IndiestudyofDrennerera/. (1982) fish greater than 62 mm S I .  were obligate 
filter feeders. However, they found positive selection for cladocera for both particulate 
and filter feeding fish. In this work there was a teifdancy o f negative electivity for 
cladocera (Fig. 20). However, the woricofDtennerero/. (1982) w u for fish feeding 
solely on zooplankton assemblages and the suction dynamics during the filter feeding 
process may have been stronger.
The two larger size classes studied in this work had strong positive selection for both 
Microcystis and Phacus. Both these algae had large biovolumes relative to the other
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jdiytoidiiiklon. M ori«f^ «a/ .(1 9 7 3 )ih ow ed *«t O.mtodaa hadmariBedpodtive 
p.itMtinw for the larje and filamentous algae, Micncysds, Lynbya and
Melosira. This was coofinnedfor O. moss<mibicus by Dokulil (1983). Vinyaidarn/. 
(1988) n«<"t 5. galUatus and O. aurtus in mesocosm (small, enclosed ecosystems) 
ejqwrimenls observed that both qieciessiqipressed PerUBiuum. Like Phaaa, 
PtridMmt u ■ fi«p»n««K m H hmm ■ enmparshle cell vnAime. 31000)im^.
b  ""»«* be stressed diatthe sdectivities from die ontogenetic study should be interpteted 
with the utmost cantkm as tapkl lysis o f certain organisms (Doud, 1974, cited in Hyslop, 
1980; Oannca,1976; ^ c if. 1979) may bias the results. Moreover, the variation in the 
observed during die diurnal trial o f this study suggests die ability to changeI
selecdvi^. The «« « ile r  fish «Mwmwt in die ontogenetic study showed a marked positive 
elecdvity for detritus (Fig. 20). However, the low occurrence o f detritus in the diet at 
2400 hours (Table 13) suggest negative selectioo detritus with a twitch to positive
sdectkmof Microcystis.
The most striking anomoly in the results was the complete absence <rf Cryptomomis sp. 
from die contents. This could have been due to very r^iid lysis o f the cells in the
low pH (tf the stomach. However, during microscopic examination o f the stomach 
contents, all algae, except Cryptomonas sp., were cleady observed. This tends to 
disprove the lysis theory, as Cryptomonas sp. have no obvious features which make 
them susceptible to rapid lysis. There could be a negative selection by O.niloticus or 
some mechanism by which these algae can escape the 'capture' process. Drermer et al. 
(1984a), in pond grazing trials, showed that the gizzard shad, Dorosomacepcdiamon, 
enhanced Cryptomonas together with certain other algal species.
Throughout the experimental period, despite the presence o f a varied phytoplankton, 
zooplankton and detritus assemblage in die pond, it was noticeable that detritus was a 
major cmnponent o f the diet in all the fish sizes studied. Bowen (1979) woikmg on
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O.mossambicus in L ike Sibaya, S.Afnca. thowedthatbotfi juvenile and adult fUh 
maintained a unifonndetrivoraus diet The adults tuffeied firom tevere nudnuttition due to 
the decreased nutiional quality o f the detritus with increasing depth. Juveniles fed on 
benthic detrital aggregate fiomneanhore sand lenracet, whereas adults fed co bendiic 
detritus in deeper, offshore wateis. Detritus in water shallower dum approximately 0.8 m 
was sufficient for growth whereas detritus in water deqperdian approximately 1.2m ledto 
malnutrition due to the latXM o f digestible protein to digestible energy showing a highly 
I significant inverse rdationship to increasii« depth. These ratios indicated that juvenile 
diets contained adequate protein to support growth, but adult diets would have á protein 
deficiency. In the present study the cages were held in die top 0.9 m the pond water 
column, where detrital quality was probably highest and, therefore, beneficial to both the 
small and large size classes o f O.itUodcus.
Bowen (1979) substantiated the observatkms o f Lowe - McConnell (1975) stating diat 
detritivorous fish are dietary specialists with unifixm rather than varied diets. This may be 
due to environmental conditions, as DeSAvaer of. (1984) found that aldiough the diet o f 
O. mossambicus could be detritivorous it also ranged from herbivory to total carnivory.
In the present study aldiough O.niloiicus was shown to exhibit detritivcMy its diet was 
also shown to be extremely variable.
The importance o f detritus in the diets o f phytt^lanktivorous fish might be explained by 
the suggestions o f Friedland et al. (1984) who considered that its presence would enable 
grazing fish to retain smaller particles than could be retained in clear water, due to the 
clogging action c/l detritus on die filtering apparatus. Detrital enhancement o f filtration has 
been suggested for cladoceraru (P o rt» et al., 1983).
The varied diet o f O. niloiicus recorded in these field studies was accompanied by a wide 
range o f diurnal feeding patterns, the feeding periods o f fish in this study may have been 
related to the diet quality and composition. When the large fish fed voraciously on the
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caddii fly larvae the feeding period was voy  (boct However, when ingesting a mixed 
diettfaefeedingpetiodexteadedfiominidday until midnight (tablet 13 &  IS). TU ilatler 
pattern was alto observed for die small flsh. However, a reduced feeding period was not 
observed despite a higher proportion o f zooplankton in the diet at 18(X) hours (Table IS).
Macimty&Motiarty (1973) found that O.nUoticus began to feed shotdy before dawn 
and fed continnously until about dusk. The diumal feeding c i the phytoplanktivorout 
5. g. mutt^ asciaaa was shown to be related to a diel nugradon (Wh3fte, 197S). The fish
migtaied to dqiths o f up to 30 m during die d ^  and rose to the suifece tofeed between
1800andQSOOhours. Thefeedingof O.iulodcus onpfaytc^lankton(Oetachew, 1987) 
was by overnight gill>netting which again suggests night-time feeding. Hbfer & 
Sdiiemer (1983) found that die phytoplanktaa and mineral sediment diet (tf juvenile 
O.mossambicm was taken during a ctmtinuous diumal feeding cycle.
During the field experiments the ultrastructure and histology o f the pharyngeal apparatus 
were «am ined in relation to development and diet The ultrastructural development 
observed by SEM, was the same at observed in laboratory-held populations. However, 
there were tome grou histological differences.
The uncommon occurence o f mucus cells in die anterior pharyngeal chamber and their 
increased occurence in the posterior pharynx o i small (•• 3S mm S.L.) OjuIoocus 
suggests a particulate feeding mode. The ptevalmce o f mucus cells throughout the 
{^laryngeal chamber o f fish 2 50 mm SX. probably corresponds to the change to filter 
feeding. This class is the point at which the feeding mode has been r^iserved to 
change by various woricers (Moriarty et at., 1973; Trewavas, 1983).
The histological investigation of the pharyngeal filtering aj^ nratus o f fish examined from 
the diumal trials show that the size, shqie and staining of the mucus cells with akian blue 
/ PAS was consistent throughout the 24 hour period. This suggests that mucus is always
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produced intspective o f wfaetfaa ingestioa it occuning or not and indicates that another 
mechanitm which prevents ingestkm must be occurring. Such a mechanism could be the 
muscular contiactioa o f the oesophagus or the adduction o f the pharyngeal pads.
There were no differences in the histochemistry o f die mucus cells during the diurnal trials. 
However, diete w u  an increase in the acidic mucosubttances when both small and large 
O. mloHcut consumed a phytoplanktivorous diet o f Microcystis.
\
Similar mucus hislochemittiy o f the feeding structures in other aquatic animab with 
comparable feeding habitt have been reported. The Adantic menhaden, Brevoortia 
tyrmnus, is a pelagic filter feeder primarily consuming phytoplankton (  June &. Carlton, 
1971). However, zooplankton (Richards, 1963) and detritus (Darnen, 19S8) have alto at 
tiroes been found as major constituents in die stomachs. Friedland (1985) demonstrated 
that the mucus cells o f the gill arches o f B. lyrannus produce bodi neutral and acidic 
mucosubttances. He proposed that the acidic glycoprotein was more viscous and used to 
move larger food particles, whereas die less viscous neutral mucus was involved in the 
transport o f smaller food particles.
In this study the presence o f piedominandy neutral muoosubstances in the pharyngeal 
apparatus o f O. niloücus feeding on a varied diet may be important in die retention and 
transport o f the smaller food items. However, when feeding on the large colonial 
Microcystis, the handling characteristics nuqr require a more viscous, acidic 
mucosubstance.
Evidence suggests that the food o f larval lampreys consists mainly o f microscopic 
organisms, especially diatoms and fine particulate detritus (SchroU, 1959; Manion, 1967; 
Moore & Beamish, 1973). MaHatf 1981) found two types o f goblet cells in the lateral 
pharynx o f the larval lamprey, Petromyionmarinus, secreting either acidic or neutral 
mucus. It was hypothesized that the alcian-nonreactive (neutral) mucus, with fewer
1 3 4
oqxMedanioas, w u  lew adherent than alcian-reactive (ackUe) mucos. The 
akian*noareactive mucus odb were located latent to alcian-reactive cells, inaregion 
v^iere only small, easily trapped particles are found. This suggestkm o f small particles 
being processed hy neutral mucosubstances is consistent widi Rriedland (1985).
Similar findings have been rqKXted for anuían larvae. Kenny (1969) showed diat in 
twenty microphagous qMcies the nutcus cells o f dm pharyngesl region were PAS positive 
but slcian blue nonreacdve. He also showed that mucus coeds produced by such cells 
¡ /•«wM easily «mall particles, yeast cdls (2-5 iim ) and carmine particles
(OS-5 lun).
Although this study concentrated on aspects d  ingesdon anTfeeding it was possible to 
investigate briefly stomach pH in large (*  80 mm S J-.) O. niloticus. The stomach [d l 
was observed to drop rityidty to values below 2.0 as the stomach filled (Fig. 17). The 
results fitnn this survey agree with those o f Mbiiaity (1973) who found that O. nilodcus 
uses gastric acid below pH ZO to lyse blue-green algae. He found the pH values o f eiityty 
stomachs ranged from 5.0 to 7.0 but during die initial feeding period die pH was in the 
range U  to 3.0. The fish in die present study were feeding on a mixed plankton and 
detritus assemblage. However, Hofer dt Schiemm (1983) found the pH o f the mixed 
stomach contents o f O. mossambicus to be very constant (1.99 ±  0.37) which agreed 
with the continuous feeding observed. Bowen (1976) found low stomach pH values, 
below 2.5, 1J  and 1.25 being very common, which allowed Oi mossambicus to digest 
die bacteria associated with the detritus in its diet
Finally, table 18 demonstrates that despite no supplementary feeding respectable growth 
rates were obtained.
The monthly specific growth rate (MSG) values o f this study are comparable with other 
MSG's calculated from growth trials o f dl^iias in extensive, semi-intensive and intensive
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cage syttemi (Coche, 1982). In exteniive cage cultme ùeie ia no s«9 fdemental 
feeding. Semi-intentive opeiatiooa involve senne tiq>plementaiy feed but this ia idanvety 
poor in protein (leta  than 10% (fay weight). In intensive systenu the coat o f feeding 
y in « impoftance and the utilization o f a high initial biomasa becomes necessaiy if 
prmliHtion rm ti m* *** minimi«n<t «rvi net profit« maaimized. In his review o f the cage 
culture o f tilapia, Coefae (1982) stated that as the culture system is progressively 
iniw idfi«», growth and production increase, but, in the presence erf moderate to dense 
« iy i  relatively high values were attainBd for O.aureus even in extensive
systems. these results were even better than for other tilapiaa in more miensive
systems. Therefore, the eretra cost erf feeding should alw ^ be weighed against the 
jmvtiirtin« nhtainahie from natural fbods for a pven species and location. Itwasalso 
stated that comparative data was lacking for O.nilotiaa which might also provide good 
results with algal blooms. The MSG values erf this study are conçarable with the higher
MSG figures eproted for the intensive cage culture erf O. niloiiau (Coche, 1982).
Therefore, the eoonomies o f supplemental feeding would have to be carefully considered
to see if such feeding, leading to increased production, would be worthwhile.
The investigations erf etn* chspeer have concentrated on the feedmg ecedogy o f O. nUodcus 
in cages held in fertilized pemds in Thialand.
The {^laryngeal filter feeding apparatus, observed by SEM, was the same as 
laboratory-held pe^ations; however, the histological staining o f the pharyngeal mucus 
cells showed a predominance o f neutral mucosubstances. There was a shift to a higher 
presence o f acidic mucus during the Microcystis blexxn. The development erf the filter 
feeding apparatus was complete by approximately 50 mm SI-., the point at which the 
feeding mode has been observed to change by various workers (Moriarty et al., 1973; 
Trewavas, 1983). The results suggest continuous pharyngeal mucus production and some 
other mechanism must prevent ingestiem e.g. the adductron o f the pharyngeal pads.
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The mun observation o f the dietaiy studies was the varied feeding o f both smin (-3 5  mm
S I . )  and large (»8 0  mm S I . ) 0. nUodau. Both tiae classes were detritivorous, 
herbivorous or carnivorous at some rime during the study. The reported switch fiom  an 
ommvorous diet, whenyoung&y, to a phytoplanktivorous diet at approximately 30 mm 
ST. was not observed to be a «tefinite event This change in feeding in die wild is 
probably due to a shift in haiutat In diis study all fish were held in the same environmoit
The growth data this study, calculated u  MSG, are comparable with figures frwn the 
intensive culture o f O. mlodaa (Coche, 1982). This shows that O. niioticus could
utilise the mixed plankton and detritus asaemUage available in the water column.
Therefore, the culture system used in this study, cages held in fertilized poods, provides 
a good mediod for the extensive culture o f 0. niioiicus fitorn a small (•> 30 mm S I . )  siie.
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Chapter 5 
Discussion
*M «iy dMoan I win idU follow, m «iy fWlfUln»n«i wU «tin dUfllaiiaB m*. 
OMday, «TvydiiiiswainvMliaiBM .N kw a.'
H«m, Wmdirbif.
The three principil studies owered in thil the»« compriie 1 coniprdiensive investigition of
the filter feeding md feeding ec(riogy<^ O.mioticus. Todate, it his been »w idely held 
view diet in the natural habitat the feeding mode and diet o f O.niioticus changes from
mnnivocous partkulate feeding, when young fity, to phytojdanktivorou» filter feeding by 
60 mm T i. ,  -  30 mm S I .  CTrewavu, 1983). t L  morphological study described here
demonstrates that devebpment of the filter feeding structures is conquête by 40 mm S I. 
(seealsoPlates2,3 .6 ,11 &  12). This is further substantiated by the demonstration that
. « . I t  size class ( -  40 mm S J .) O. niloncus can ingest two species o f blue-green algae, 
A. cylindrica and Af. aeruginosa (Rgs. 7 *  8). The mechanism involved is almost
certainly by'pump'filter feeding, » i  the algae ingested were too small to be entrapped by 
physical sieving alone. However, the variable nature o f the diet o f both small (-3 5  mm
S J .) and large ( »  80 mm S I . )  siae class fish w h«i held in cages in fertilized poods was 
cleariy demonstrated (Tables 12,13 & 16 and Figs. 16,18 &  19). The 'switch' in diet 
was observed not to be an obligate, discrete event (Table 16 and Fig. 19) as had
f
previously been suggested.
The feeding mechanism described previously was stated to be one involving mucus 
entr^mient, a theory proposed by Cheenwood (1933). This was substantiated by the 
results o f both chapters three and four. Histological examination o f several specimens o f 
O. niloticus from Songkhla, S. Thialand (Appendix 1) revealed similar staining
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characteristics to the pharynteal mucus cells o f the Bangkok fish, despite very difToent 
water chemistty. Specimensof O.aicalicusgrahami obtained fitom the soda lakes o f East 
Africa, although having no microbnnchioq;>ines(Trewavas, 1983, substantiated by 
histologiod examination), showed similar staining and distribution o f pharyngeal mucus 
cells(^>pendix2)asforthe laboratory-held populations o f O. nifoiicttf, again despite 
widely differing water quality.
Based on the above evidence a theory o f die use mucus in the Alter feeding rhechanism 
o f O.mloticus can be proposed. Under none o f the conditions or dietary habits studied 
did the large or small mucus cells o f die gill arches and gill rakers contain sulphated 
mucosubstances. However, such acidic mucus cells werp demonstrated in the pharyngeal 
and jaw toodi sockets for all fish examined histologically. This suggests that the sulphated 
mucosubstanoes, being more viscous dian sialyated or neulrd mucins (Jones et al., 1973; 
Iravani Sc M elville, 1974) are used as a lieavy' lulnicant in areas where abrasion o f tissues 
and organs would be high. The raking action the pharyngeal pads has been 
demonstrated clearly by Aerts et at. (1986) and it would thus seem necessary to protect the 
teeth and tissues during such abrasive action. This theory is substantiated by the SEM 
study of die pharyngeal apparatus o f O. mloticm that had fed on suspended Anabaena 
(Plate 19) which shows the pharyngeal teeth to be covered by a Irqrer o f mucus.
Considering the histochemkal investigation o f the pharyngeal mucus cells, observed 
during the ultrastructural and histologicid investigation o f laboratory-held Ash, it was 
proposed that the mucus produced by the clavate mucus cells o f the gill takers formed a 
'net' in the pores o f the branchial sieve. The SEM study o f the mucus entrapped 
Anabaena caught on the gill rakers and pharyngeal pads supports this, showing that die 
mucus o f the gill arch region has a Abrous, network strucure (Plate 17), unlike the 
lubricant mucus o f the pharyngeal pads. This net-like structure was observed in 
laboratory-held Ash that had predominantly sialyated mucus in the clavate mucus cells.
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Alfliough Ifac filh studied in TTiailiiid hid iK^tiy differing Mitochemiitiy nmging Itom 
predominantly neaixil to predominandy sialyated mucotubstancei in die cbvate muciu 
both neutral and acidic mucint were always present in the mucui celli o i the gill 
laken. Therefore, it ooahl be hypotfaesired that the neutral and tialyatedmucini are 
I in^oftant in the actual filtering mechanitm of O.nUoticus.
Flood &  Rala-Médioni (1981) demonstrated that the mucus 'nett* ttf various ascidians 
were both alcian blue (pH 2S) aai'PJiS. positive. In this study the gill raker mucus oí 
all fish also contained both neutral and acidic mucosubstances. Hbtous mucus webs were 
also observed on the feeding structures o f the larval lamprey (Mallatt, 1979) and the anuran 
tadptde. Rata cate^tima (Wassenug, 1972). Although dre mucus o f R. causbeiana
contains no acidic glycoproteins (Kenny, 1969), its ability to form a ntd-like structure is
1
probably due to the fret that it is a glycolqnd (Law, 1960). The difTerential fimetioaing o f 
mucus in the feeding o f various species o f aquatic animals has been repotted by several 
workers (Fiiedland, 1985; Sibbing &  Uribe, 1985; Mallatt, 1981). However, in contrast 
to the current study, Sibbing & Uribe (1985) proposed that the lOw-viscosiQr sialonÉcines 
in die anterior part the oro-pharynx aid in lubrication and the hi^viscocity sulfomucins
o f the posterior idiaiynx aid in napping small particles and aggregating them into boluses.
I
La Barbera (1984) and Rubenstein & Koehl (1977  ^have discussed the theory o f particle 
capture in filter feeding animals. Although mucus is clearly involved in the filter feeding 
mechanisms o f O. mloticus the exact method o f particle capture is not known. The 
particles may be caught in mucus sheets in the pharyngeal chamber, conqiatable with the 
method pir^wsed for the spined loach, Cotritus taenia (Robotbam, 1982), and these 
intum are caught by the gin takers. Alternatively, the formation o f mucus'nets'in the 
pores o f the branchial sieve and the presence o f mucus on the gill rakers would indicate 
that diese structures themselves act as 'sticky' filter elements. In eidier case the aerosol 
capture mechanisms o f La Barbos (1984) would be applicable. (La Barbers (1984) states
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diet tbeienn aerosol fikntion is 1 misnomer in this context, forinilinoetallbiolo|jcal 
titnadooi the paiticlet are suspended in water, notair.)
The swxk o f Oreimer <r d/. (1987) qipean to contradict the iiiggettk » o f the inqMctinoe o f 
the gill raken and anociatedmocu in the filtering mechanism o f O.iulodaa, They 
found that auipcal removal o f the gin n t e i  and microbianchio^miea o f S.gaUlatia did 
not affect either paitiele ingestion rales or lelectiviQr. However, the paiticks used were 
niirrr>tpiif!rfiT «mt tiM«-icilie«t «n tyiM irt»», very diffcRiit 10 osing live* food, and 
««em » may have meant that the mucus pmdnred by the nmcus Cells o f the dOHSl 
smfoce o f the mouth and pharynx and the surfisce o f the gOl arches may have been 
sufBcient to n p  these partides.
As mucus is very probably involved in particle entrapment it is interesting to examine the 
effect o f particle charge on capture. La Barbers (1978) repotted that the negadvdy charged 
mucuscf O.acuUata preforentiaUy retained charged rather than neutral particles the
same size and densi^. Geatistndt Potter (1982) observed decreased cr t^ture o f 
negatively diarged particles by the cladocetan, Daphria magna, at compared to neutral 
particles. Neihtrf&Lod> (1972) and Loder A  lis t  (1985) demonstrated that particles in 
tuqtension in fiesh, marine and estuarine waten Imve a small negative charge. Ives 
(1959) showed that pfaytr^iankloa carried a net negative charge and that the algae remained 
electto-n^ative at aU values investigated (•• pH 2.5 to 1IJ ). The acidic mucus o f O.
nUodau, being negatively charged due to exposed anioiis (Mallatt, 1981), could 
preferentially trsp negatively charged particles in freshwater systems due to divalent cation 
«tiheufln. Costestoo A  Ingram (1974) postulated such a mechanism to sccount 
for the adhesion o f the n^atively charged bacterial glycocalyx to negatively charged 
surfaces.
A  filter feeding mechanism based on mucus entrapment would appeax to be very costly in
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energy (emu, especially as the histological studies o f the diurnal trials at AJ.T.^
U in ta *, revealing no change in mucus cell motphology, indicate a continual producticn 
(tf mucus. A  similar mechanism, based on continual mucus production has been proposed 
for the spined loach (lUriMdiain. 1982). However, DameU (1964) suggested that such
I
mucus would largely be lesorbed in the gut (tf the fish.
Aittanh itii» ffitin g  m*iriiiH«in n f 0. itUodcus may be physiologically cosfiy, ithas 
certain benefiu in the range o f food items that can be ingested, u  shown by the feeding 
ectriogy studies this thesis, carried out in Thialand. Ihequantitadvewodconthe
n/Wna-green «Ig ie  by O.niloticut demonstrated that both Small and large fish 
rrtiiM ftun-r feed on suspensions o f Aiubaeiia and Microcys^. However, fish held in
cages in fertilized poods in Thailand were observed to have diverse feeding habiu. The 
wide spectrum o f food items were ingested without a significant change in the 
histochemistiy or morptxdogy o f die pharyngeal mucus cells. This may be possible due to 
the production o f both neutral and sialy ated mucosubstances by the mucus cells o f the gill 
rakers. i ^
A  few workers have proposed that the neutral and acidk mucosubstances entrap particles 
different sizes. Friedland (1985) and Mallatt (1981) both propose that neutral 
mucosubstances trap small particles whereas acidic mucus traps and transports larger 
particles. The change towards predominantly acidic mucosubstances in the pharyngeal 
mucus cells o f O, niiodcus during the Microcystis bloom may support this theory as the 
biovolume of the Microcystis colonies is relatively large compared with other algal species 
and die zooplankton (Tables 9 & 10). The predoiiYnant occurence o f sialyated mucus in 
the pharyngeal region o f fish san^led at Songldila, Thailand, may also be due to die large 
size o f the food items in the water and stmnach(^)pendix 1). Table 11 shows the high 
occurrence o f phytoplankton in the water samples at the time when the gill raker mucus 
cells contained {nedominandy neutral mucus. Therefore, it may be postulated diat the size
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tpectrum o f the food iletiii in the water cotumn detenninet the leUtive contribution cf die 
different mndnt in the feeding inechaniim. However, due to the relatively low numben 
o f lith  atudied and the great variation in water chemiitry this it purdy tpecultative. What 
it certain it die feeding mechanism o f O.nilotiau allows it to ingest a wide range o f food 
items and the 'switch' in diet can be effected quickly (Table IS).
The quantitative results o f chapter three were comparable with odier w ok  on anuran 
tadpoles (Seale A  Beckvar, 1980) and O. aureus (McDonald, 1985). Appendix 3 shows 
an estimated ingestion rate o f 2.72 ±0.18 x lO^pm^g'^ hT^ for O. niloticus feeding ona 
varied diet This is comparable to an ingestion rale, at the same biovolume concentration, 
o f 3.22 X lO^pm^g'^ hr'’  ^calculated from the regression equation o f small O. mioticus
I
feeding on Anabaena CTable 8). The higher ingestion rate for the laboratory trials may be 
due to the fact that the fish were starved for 24 hours prior to the niter feeding trials, a 
trend rdiserved by Frost (1972) and Wassersug &  H off (1979). Howevo*, a problem 
with this comparison is that the fish used in the fieldwork in Thailand were consuming 
much larger particles - only 1S% o f the biovolume was phytoplankton - and may therefore 
have been particlulate feeding.
Often, the results o f feeding curves are incorporated into simulation models o f trophic 
dynamics (Lehman, 1976). Moriarty et ai. (1973) carried out a laboratory study o f the 
ingestion and digestion dl algae by two species o f fîsh and the copepod Thermocyclops 
hyalinus. These data were dien used to estimate the dynamics o f the algal population in 
LakeGetxge, Uganda. Such an exercise seemed feasible as the diurnal feeding cycles o f 
the species were consistent, as were the diets, all species feeding predominantly on 
phytoplankton. However, the fieldwork in Thailand showed that ecosystem modelling 
using data obtained from the laboratory feeding trials o f O. mioticus ingesting blue-green 
algae may not to be worthwhile. Several examples o f problem areas were demonstrated. 
Noticeably the diets o f O. niloticus were varied, and 'switching' to other food items
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occurred over a thoct period ot time (Table 15). Moreover, the dinmal fieediiig ifaytfanu 
were mcoosiatenL Baaicectdogical modelling uaing laboratory feneiated data only be 
feasible given that algal qieciea oied in the triala were the tame aa or compaiable to thote
encountered in the field; the food uipidy was conaiatent, e.g. the standing crop
l^ytoplankton in Lake George (Boigis ere/., 1977; G anf*V iner, 1973) and die feeding
ectdogy o f the fiih  ^ edea was w dl researched with more or leM coniittent diomal 
ifayduna, synchrooisatioii o f feeding and constant food selectivity.
For the feeding curves to be uaefiil in ecological modelling they should cover both high 
and low algal ooocentiatioiis, mriiiHwn itig critical md duerhold concentratioos 
reflectively (Freat, 1973). The behaviour <rf grazing at low algal densities is important u  
it lutt a strong effect on die predicted stability ot the plankton (Seale, 1974). Thus, if  the 
aim of the quantitative laboratory trials had been to help in the ecological modelling o f 
fertilized ponds, feeding trials would need to be conqileted on large, colonial Microcystis 
aeruginosa. Tbit waa found to be die prominant, bloom-forming algal species in fertilized 
ponds in Thailand, fiigestion rates fiv  OfnUoticus would have to be measured over a 
wide range (tfbiovolume concentrations, including feeding rates around the threshold 
coocentratioa and ingestion rates at high algal densities.
In summary, the various studies o f this thesis have helped contribute towards a clearer 
picture o f the filter feeding mechanism and feeding ecology o f O. mioticus.
Despite an extensive histological and ultrastructund study o f the pharyngeal apparatus, the 
microbraiKhiospines remain an enigma. Their role i^n filter feeding can at best only be
described as incidentzL However, the study has substantiated the mucus entrapment
)■
theory o f Greenwood (1953), and indicated the differential role o f die various 
mucosubstances depending on their histochemistry. Sulphated mucus is proposed to act as 
a heavy' lubricant in areas o f the feeding apparatus where abrasion is prevalent Sialyated
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miH neutral "«»«w ««, bavins a fibroua, net-Hke structure, are proposed to function in the
r
actual filtering mechanism.
The development o f the phatyngeal qipaiatut was otMerved to be conqilete at 40 mm SX. 
yruH fith nf this ii»e  were eapable o f ingesting suspended phytoplankton. Ute quantitative 
filter feeding curves o f O.mloticus were similar to those toother aquatic suspension 
feeders, including zooidanlcton ««d  anunn tadptdes. This strengthens a theory o f 
imiwenaHty in the regulatory merhanism o f filter feeders.
The lengdi at which O.mlodau were able to filter feed in the laboratory was less dian
t!
reported in the natural liabitat The fieldworit in Thailand demonstrated that 0. nilodcus 
held in the same enviromnent with identical food resources showed no ontogenetic shift in
diet, at least between 35 and 80 mm SX. Therefore, it is concluded that dm feeding 
apparatusof O.mloticus aUowsingestioa o f a varied diet The shift in diet and feeding 
mode, observed in the natural habitat fiom omnivorous particulate feeding to 
phytofdanktivoroos filler feeding is probably due to a change in the fsod resource and does 
not correspond wife a change in ftinctiotud morphcdogy.
Appendix 1
Waierqaaliiy, ftednif ecolocy andhitlologk»ldetaiU arttejph ifyn^ 
m n cu cd b o f O.nUotiau fibmifae poods at lliUttlaiiondaSoogkhlt 
Raheries Orilege, Soo^dila, S. Thailand.
(a) PondTWaterqualihf :Secddiac20cm
pH 4.1
s a ln ^  7.7%
Rah SX . sn Stomach contents (%  uolume occunenoe)
(mm) .UiMn^ imiffgllMlT Detritus bacterio- Rotifers
Dfaytodankton dankton
78 3 10 80 1073 3 3 90 3 +73 4 3 80 3 1078 3 + 100 • ^ ■
Water Sample 20 70 10 +
{Qttaioacal : Larfc munbeis o f clawale mncua cdla asaociiued wiifa the gill la te s.
Stain purple to Une fcdlowing akain blue (2S) / APS and b d ^  pink to pale pink after 
blue (1.0) / PAS, dierefoR containing both neutral and sialyaled mncoanbatances.
(b) Pond 13. Water quality : Seed disc 50 cm
M  3.6
«  salimty 8.6%
Rsh SX. 
(nun)
SFI Stonach contents (%  volume occurrence) 
Dettims Copepoda(nauiriii present)
80 4 73
23 (+ ) 
30 (+ )
83 4 70 60 (+ )
82 4 40 5 (-)
93 3 95
Water samirie 70 30 (+ )
Histological details: Large numbers of elevate mucus cells associated wid the gin rakers.
Stain pur|4e to purple/Uue following alcian blue (2 J ) / PAS and bright pink to p ir i after 
airiMi blue (1.0) / PAS and bright pink to pink after alcian blue (1.0) / PAS, therefore 
containing both sialyated and neut^ mucosubstances.
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Appendix 2
Mstological o f the pharyngeal mucus cells o f Oreochmtma 
(Alcolapia) alcaliciu grahanu (Bouknger) 6ocn T j keMagadi and LakeNilEuru, Kenya.
Water quality Lake Magadi: Salinity 
(frtm  Beadle, 1974) pH
Temperaiure 
8 0 « salts
>40«
im(o40*c
NaHa>3&Na2C03
Alkalinity 200 meq 1'
(a) Source‘.British Museum (Natural ICstroy), 
Cromwell Road,
London.
Hsh Museum &  Reg No Fish SJL (mm) Locality
1967.9.13.30-39
1979.3J.366-400
1982.4.22.32-33
Hot springs between high Magadi beds.
L. Nakuiu (introduced).
1st evaporation basin. Hot springs, L. Magadi.
Histological details
Large, clavate mucus cells associated with the gill rakers in dense 
accumulations. Stain purple/blue to blue following alcian blue 
(2 J ) / PAS and pale after alcian blue (1.0) / PAS, therefore 
containing a predomiruuice o f sialyated mucosubstances.
(b) Source: National Museum, 
Box 40638, 
Nairobi, Kenya.
Fish No. Date &  Fish SX.
Regi4o. (mm)
20JL77 33
20.n.77 71
Locality
Hot springs, southern end o f L. Magadi. 
Hot sinings, southern end o f L. MagadL
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Rshno.4
Food item
Plant material 
detritus
Phytoi^ ankton (umcelli) 
small fish
Stomach Cootena
Hshno. 5
% volume occurence Food item
20 5 SpiruUiia
20 40 OsdUatoria
5 35 Nimehia
55 + Microcystis / Lyngbya
20 detritus
+ copqioda
Histological details
mucus cdls associated widi pharyngeal apparatus, more ctwnmoo towards 
rearofchamber. Stain blue following alcain blue (2 3 )/PAS and pale pink for 
akian blue (1.0)/PAS, therefore, containing a predominance o f acidic 
mucoaubatances. Mucus cells tooth sockets o f pharyngeal pads stain blue for 
alcianblue(1.0)/PAS, therefore, asulphatedmucoaubstance.
Large, elevate mucus cells associated with die giU rakers in dense 
yr/nunntafinti«. Staining ss abovc, Le. a predcmtinance o f sialyated mucus 
pwvtnrmg cells in tfa e ^  rakers and su^mated mucosubstance producing cells 
m the tooth sockets o f the pharyngnd pads.
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Appendix 3
Estimation o f tie  ingestion m e o f 35 mm Sl<.0./«itoiici« during 
ttw diurnal feeding trial I t  AJ.T.. Bangbdc, Tbailaiid.
Biovolnme cootributioa to diet Oim^ . ..
Rocifen Cop^oda N a u ^  Oadocem Total Zooplankloa
1.0607x10’  ilTS O xlO ®  4.2311 xlO^J 6.7603x10*
1.9283x10’  1.1883 x l (^  1.4280x10^ 4.3069x1^
1.4945x10’  1.7825x10’  2.4858x10^ 5.9716x10* 3.8990 x ltf*
Xtie zooplankton accounted for 30% o f die stomach contents biovolume. 
Therefore, the total stomach contents biovolume was calculated as 
total ao^ilankton Uovolume x 100/30.
(b ) The feeding period was from 1200 to 1500 hours, therefore a total o f 3 hours.
(c ) The mean wet weightof die three fish sampled was 1.56±0.16g.
Fish Stomach contend 
No biovcdume Oun^)
1 1.3192 xlO jO
2 1.1939 xlO jO
3 1.2997 X lOiO
IngHdonrate 
(pm^ fish‘ d h'M
4.3973 X lO’  
3.9797 X 10’  
4.3323 X lO’
Ingestion rate
(p r^ g -^ h ^ )
18188 X lO’  
2.5511 X lO’  
2.7771 X 105
The mean ingestion rate (pm^ g*^  h"^) -  2.7157 ±0.1176 x lO’
1 4 8
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aooeaiato be initiated at the baie o f the pada. Production of a tulphaled mocui oecura ftem
cdla in the tooth Mcieu. Devtkjpnwtt of the pad. appears complete by 40 mm .undard
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Introdnctioa
in the natural habitat, the feeding mode and diet o f the 
changes from omnivorous particuUtc feeding, when young fry. to "
f i l in g  by 60 mm total length (Trewavas. 1983). Although the phytoplanktivorous diet o f O.
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Hi/or/ciu is well documented (Fryer A ik s , 1972; M oriarty* Mortarty, l973;Trewavas. 1983), the 
mechanisms by which filter feeding Ukes place are poorly understot^.
A  qualitative and quantitative assessment o f  the role o f gill rakers in filter feeding in fishes has 
been made by Hyatt ( 1979). Many workers have considered gill rakers as passive sieves (Durbin & 
Durbin, 1975; Rosen & Hales, 1981; Drenner, Mummert,deNoyelles 4  Kettle, 1984). Whilst this 
method o f filter feeding seems feasible in species with elaborate, comb-like rakers, such as the 
anchovies {Engrauiis anchiota, E . japónica , E . capensis), pilchard (Sardinops oce iia ta ), paddle fish 
{Polyodon spaihula) and goldfish {Carassius auralus) (Dz. de Ciechomski, l%7; Shen, 1969; Iwata,
1976; King A  MacLeod, 1976; Rosen A  Hales, 1981), the gill raker morphology o f O . n i lo i ia u  does 
not appear to represent an etiieient passive filtering device, as the gill rakers are comparatively 
small and widely spaced.
Rubenstein A  Koehl (1977) state that the presence of mucus-covered elemenU in biological 
filters is evidence that aerosol feeding, in which particles are attracted to a sticky filter, occurs. 
However, this theory remains largely untested and to dale aerosol suspension feeding has been 
demonstrated only in the brittle star Ophiopholis aculeaia (La Barbera, 1978). In other animals, 
such as anuran and lamprey larvae, mucus is purported to play some role in food entrapment 
(Savage, 1952; Kenny, 1969o,A; Wassersug, 1972; Mallal, 1981), whilst in the Atlantic menhaden 
Brevooriia tyrannus. Friedland (1985) has proposed that particulate food is primarily captured by 
mechanical sieving, although its transport could be mucus mediated.
In tilapias, too. theories o f filter feeding remain largely speculative. Greenwood (1953) has 
suggested that suspended phytoplankton is drawn into the buccal cavity where it becomes 
entrapped with copious quantities o f mucus, although this has yet to be demonstrated. 
Speculations on the possible role o f microbranchiospines, a continuous row o f small, toothed, 
bony structures which lie at the base o f the gill filaments in filter feeding, have recently been 
disproved (Beveridge, Briggs. Mowat, Northcott A  Ross, 1987).
Posterior to the gill arehes in O . n iloiicus  are dorsal and ventral toothed pharyngeal pads. 
Ebeling (1957) proposes the use o f pharyngeal teeth in the actual filtering process o f eastern Pacific 
mullets. However, Greenwood (1953) and Fryer A  lies (1972) suggest that the function o f  the pads 
in Oreochrom is species is simply to rake the mucus-entrapficd food particles into the oesophagus.
In this paper, a detailed ultrastructural and histological study o f the structure and development 
o f organs associated with filter feeding in O . n iloiicus is presented in an attempt to clarify feeding 
mechanisms.
Materials and methods
Fhh
Specimens o f O. mloiiiw  esmnined were derived Ironi genetieally h.imogeiKiius siiK-k held at the Institute 
o f  Aquaculture (McAndrcw A  Mujumdar. 1983).
Preparation
Buccopharyngeal feeding structures, the gill arches and upper and lower pharyngeal pads were carefully 
removed from the fish using a sicrco-Axim dissecting microscope. G ill arches used for the measurement o f gill 
raker numher. width and spacing were esaiiiiiK-d fresh. I 'ollowing a preliminary esaminatiun o f  the gill arch 
apparatus which revealed that apart from the outer gill rakers o f gill arch I and the inner rakers o f  arch IV. the 
structure am) size o f the rakers was very similar, data wascolketed from the outer row o f  rakers o f  gill arch II.
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For fish of standard length (S.L.X3S mm. the dissected gill arch was placed on a microscope slide and the 
rakers enumerated by counting the bony gill raker bars using a light microscope. With this method it was 
possible to obuin data from fish as small as g mm S.L. The gill rakers of fish »  40 mm S.L. were eounted using 
the stereo-zoom mieroscope. The gilt raker widths and spacing of fish 14-68 mm S.L. were measured using a 
ealibrated ocular graticule and light microscope. Ten measurements of the above parameters per fish were 
taken from the middle section of the right gilt arch.
Examination of the sections showed that there were 2 distinet types of mucous cell present in the gill arches; 
large, clavale cells and small, superficial goblet cells. Thirty measurements for each cell type were made from 
each fish. Cells were measured in 6-10 sections per animal. The clavale cells were measured using the longest 
axis.
The density of the small mucous cells was estimated from the anterior face of the gill arch. The number of 
cells in a 230 /an length of epithelium was counted. Cells were counted in 8-10 sections per animal.
An accurate assessment of the density of the large mucous cells was not attempted.
Keaults
M orphom etries
Figure I shows the development o f gill raker number in fish o f 8-87 mm S.L. The maximum 
number. 28, o f gill rakers on the arch is reached at 50-60 mm S.L. The relationship between fish 
standard length and gill raker number is O’ -6-537 loge * -I-0173; r-0-98).
Figure 2 shows the change in gill raker width and spacing in fish o f 14-68 mm S.L. For each fish 
analysed, the gill rakers were wider than the inter-raker spacing. The relationships between fish
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F ig . 2. The reUtion between gill raker width ( • )  and spacing (O) and fish standard length (mean ±  I S.D.).
standard length and gill raker width 0— 114 542 logc .t - 257 568; r - 0  98) and standard length 
and inter-raker spaeing 0  -  52 037 loge Ar-IOI-481; r-0-94) are also both exponential.
Scaiiiimx electron mieroscopy ( S E M )
The ultrastructure and development o f the feeding apparatus was studied using an ISI-60A 
scanning electron microscope. InUct pharyngeal apparatus or individual gill arches and 
pharyngeal jaws were rinsed briefly in distilled water before being placed in freshly prepared 2 0% 
paraformaldehyde and 2-5% glutaraldehyde in 01 M cacodylate-HCl. 2 mM calcium chloride 
buffer (pH 7-4). After at least 2 h fixation at 4 X .  the material was rinsed with several changes of 
buffer. Specimens were then fixed for at least 2 h at 4 °C in buffered I % osmium tetroxide. They 
were then dehydrated through a graded acetone series, stored in 70% acetone at 4 "C if necessary, 
and critical-point dried in a Polaron dryer, before being mounted on brass stubs with silver 
conducting paint and coated with a layer o f gold in an Edwards SI 50 sputter coater.
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Fio. 3. (a) Diatrwn ihowinf Uie ftnerml Mruclure o f a fUl an* from the tUapU. OrMeVomoaifermo. Gill aieh from the 
ten »dc o f the phaiyn»ral baikef. (b) Dia»rain of iramverK leclion of a gin arch
H istology
Compkte heads or dissected gill arches were fixed in 10% neutral bufiTcrcd formalin, ^ o c c ^  
and embedded in wax. Longitudinal and transverse sections were made o f individual gill arches. 
Transverse sections were Uken from complete heads o f fish 40 mm S. L. All sections were 5 pm in
* * ' '^ ^ n s  were suined with haematoxylin-eosin (HE) for structural analysis or alcian blue (pH 
10 or 2 5)/Periodic Acid Schiff(PAS) for identification o f the mucous cell glycoproteins (see 
Drury & Wallington, 1980, for details). All sections were examined using a light microscope.
Surface ullrastruclure o f  the g i l l  arch
A preUminary examinaUon o f the pharyngeal region revealed that, although there w w  slight 
differences in structure, the surface features o f the four gill arches ,
supports two rows o f gill filaments and two rows o f gill rakers (Fig. 3a, b). Gill arch I differed from 
the other arches in that the outer rakers were more elongate forming tte boundaiy with the 
operculum. The inner row o f rakers had the same structure as those o f arches II and III and the 
outer row o f rakers o f gill arch IV. Gill arch IV differed in that it was much sorter, laterally 
widened and the inner, elongate rakers overlapped each other with no, or very few, intcr-raker 
spaces. The inner rakers o f gill arch IV formed the boundary with the lower pharyngeal jaw.
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Plate I. Sannini eloclron microraph (SEM) o f the lecood |in iich from .  fish 65 itim S.L. (E«pUn.lKjn of 
abbreviations see p- 149.)
Plate I shows gill arch II from a lish o f 65 mm S.L. illusiraling Ihc general fLtilurcs. It is apparent 
that material fixed as described is free o f mucus. At high power it was very dillkull to Imd mucus 
cell pores, which suggests that this procedure fixes them in the closed state. All surfaces o f the gill 
arch and rakers are covered with a pavement epithelium that has concentric surface microndges. A 
feature o f the gill arch is the presence o f the ‘dub-like’ gill rakers.
Gill areh development was studied in fish from 9 mm S.L. upwards (Plate II a d). The pll 
offish 9-10 mm S.L. (Plate lla) consist o f small outgrowths composed o f 2-4 taste-bud papillae. 
The anterior leading face o f the arch is covered in rows o f  taste-buds that connect opposite rakers 
on the arch. The gill rakers o f fish 14 18 mm S.L. (Plate lib ) had further developed into more
prominent outgrowths bearing about 10-14 taste-buds. . . . .  ..
The gill rakers had also started to dinerentiatc a posterior trailing section, termed the keel. and 
an anteriorly directed leading face. The gill arch face iscovered in rowsof taste-buds. PUte 11 c a ^  d 
illustrate further development o f the gill rakers. The mature' structure o f the raker is reachrt at 
about 40 mm S.L. and is shown in Plate II d. The gill raker has a smooth trailing keel that is 
continuous with the side of the gill arch. The two leading edges o f the gill raker each carry a single 
row o f taste buds and the face contains a multiple row that extends on to the anterior face o f the gill 
arch. The occurrence o f taslc-buds in rows on the face o f the gill arch decreases in fish o f 40 mm 
S.L. upwards.
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P l a t e  II. SEM «udy oCgill laket devcIopmCTt on the «econd fill «reh (el 9 mm S.L. Bih; (b) 16 mm S.L. hih; (c) 40 mm 
S.L. liih; (d) 100 mm S.L. fish. (ExpUiiulion of ebbreviation« lee p. 149.)
Fine s lruclure  o f  the g i ll  arch
The staining of sections wiih alcian blue (pH 10 or 2 5)/PAS revealed the presence o f two 
distinct types o f mucous cell associated with the gill arches; small, superficial cells that were 
typically goblet-shaped and large, deeper penetrating cells that were clavate. The small mucous 
cells stained either red or a combination o f red/blue following alcian blue (pH 2-5)/PAS treatnwnt 
and comained cilher neutral or a mixture o f neutral/acidic glycoproteins, respectively. They 
stained rc-d after treatment with akiai, blue (pH 1 0)/PAS. The large, chívate x^Hls stamc^
blue following alcian blue (pH 2 5)/PAS and faint pink following alcian blue (pH 10)/PAb 
indicating a major predominance o f acidic mucosubstanccs. No mucous cells sUincdblue after 
alcian blue (pH I 0)/PAS. Therefore there were no sulphated mueosubstances assoaated with gill
arch or rakers. ,
The gill rakers are covered with a compact squamous epithelium that overlies a stratilied 
epithelium of 35 to 60 /im thickness in fish o f 40-200 mm S.L. A  transverse section of a gill raker 
Plate HI. shows that the epithelium o f the anterior face eontains many taste-buds as observed 
using SEM. and a few mucous cells. A detailed examination o f the material revealed that the 1 ^  
mucous cells occurred only in association with the trailing keel o f the gill raker. Plate III. The 
epithelium o f the keel also contained the small type mucous cell in reduced numbers. thick, 
stratified epithelium o f the gill raker stands on a basement membrane o f about 2 5 /im thickncs^ 
The centre o f the raker is filled with a loose, vascularized connective tissue and contains a single
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P l a t e  111. (a lTrinw TK  Kction o f (ill ireh from • 61 mm S L Ibh akian Wue/PAS «  2U0 (b| Tramwnc lection o f (ill 
ch from a :2 mm S.L, fijh alcian Noc/PAS x 400 Ic) Tramven* lectk» of (ill taker from a 7« mm S.L. fiih akian Nue/arch from
PAS X 200. (EapUnation o f abbreviatiom lec p. 149.)
bony gill raker element, observed in whole mounts o f  fish from 8 mm S.L. upwards. The epithelium 
covering the anterior face and sides o f the gill arch is considerably thinner. 8 - 12 ftm. and contains 
only small type mucous cells and few taste-bud papillae.
A study o f gill arch development as observed from histological preparations revealed several 
interesting features. The mucous cells o f fish o f about 14 mm S.L. were the small, goblet type, and 
there were no large clavate cells associated with the gill raker buds. The large mucous celU first 
became apparent in fish o f 18 mm S.L. However, in fish 18-22 mm S.L. the number o f acidic cdls 
associated with the gill rakers was low and only occurred towards the posterior o f the feeding 
chamber. In fish o f 24 mm S. L. there is an increase in the number o f davate mucous cells associated 
with the keel o f  the gill raker and an increase in the size (Table I). At this time there is also an 
increase in the general occurrence o f the large mucous cells so that by about 36 mm S.L. they occur 
in all gill rakers on all gill arches.
F I L T E R - F E E D I N G  A P P A R A T U S  I N  O .  N I L O T t C V S  
T a ìl e  I
M a ik m  o fm iO M s  ( H i  dimenskms ( »m t )  r n d g o N e i  im c c ta  cH t amcentratkm  
oti the g iU  arch to fish  siandardtengih (m m ).  F Ìp tr t tm p o e tn th e M Ìs m t± l S .Q .
Fifth standard
Mucous cdl dimenftkms Oun) 
Cluvate Goblet
GoMct cell concentration 
(ceUft) 2M tm  epithelium
u 8-93(1 -01 )
I I  5 0 (2 4 6 )
14
_ 4 K K I 2 3 ) —
18 15 97(1 36 ) 9^23(1 5 9 )
13-90(2-51)
22 16 30 (1-83) 9  89 (1 -30 )
14-50(2-92)
24 19^43(3 28 ) 9-97(1 4 2 ) —
26 19-60(3-30) 1 0 47 (1 -2 9 )
16-70(3-40)
23 4 2 (2  14) 10-64(1-20) —
36 28-49(2  36 ) 10^55(1-44)
I6 9 0 (2 '4 T )
41 26^10(2-89) 11 13(1-45) —
62 30^38(4 17) 1 2 03 (1 -6 5 )
I6-8IR3 6 8 )
71 31-45(3-21) 12-44(2-12) 17-13(3-36)
103 31 5 4 ( 3 ^ ) 1 2 03 (1  2 5 )
1 6 9 0 (3 4 5 )
168 33 88<4'2S) I I • » 3 ( I 4 2 )
l7 -3 0 (3  9 5 )
A  quantitative estimauon o f large mucouj cella in the ked o f the gill rakers was not attempted. 
However, the increase in number with increasing fish size is apparent from Plate III a-c.
Table I shows the relationship o f various mucous cell parameters to fish standard length. There 
is a noticeable increase in size o f the davate mucous cells, although there is only a slight increase in 
the diameter o f the goblet mucous cells with increasing fish standard length. There was a 
significant difference { P  <  0-001 )  between the dimensions o f large davate and small goblet cells in 
all fish examined. The concentration o f goblet mucous cells on the gill arch increases in fish up to 
about 26 mm S.L. There were significant differences (P<0-00l) between the mucous cell 
concentration offish o f 14 mm S.L. and fishes o f 26 to 168 mm S.L. (/-3-91; </./. =  18; P<04)5) 
and between fishes o f 18 and 168 mm S.L. (r«2-30; d . f . =  18; P < 0  05).
Structure and derelopment o f  the pharyngeal pads
Although histological sections were made o f both upper and lower pharyngeal jaws, a detailed 
description is not given as previous work on Astatotilapia elegans (Ismail. Verraes & Huywune, 
1982 and Huysseune. 1983) deals with the fine structure and process o f tooth development of these
structures. .
Plates IV a-c and V a-c show the development o f upper and lower pharyngeal jaws, respectively. 
It can be seen that there is a proliferation in the number o f teeth between 14 and 24 mm S.L. 
Development o f the pharyngeal pads with respect to shape and tooth density appears complete at
40 mm S.L. .
The epithelium between the teeth has surface microridges and on the lower pharyngeal jaws of 
fish about 14 mm S.L. there were many taste-huds. These taste-buds were not borne on papillae 
and did not, therefore, project far above the level o f the neighbouring epithelial cells (Plate VI). 
The occurrence o f taste-buds on ihc jaws decreased in fish o f 14 mm S.L. upwards us the number o f 
teeth increased.
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The teeth project above the stratified iquamous surface epithelium o f the pharyngeal pads via 
tooth.sockeU that are lined with large spherical mucous cells. The diameter o f the cells was 
14-99 ±I-22pminalish36mmS.L. These celb suin blue following akHan blue (pH I -0)/PAS and, 
therefore, contain a sulphated glycoprotein. The mucous cells o f the pharyngeal jaws were less 
common in fish 14-22 mm S.L. but were numerous in fish o f 36 mm S.L. During histological 
sectioning and suining o f whole heads, it was noted that there were sulphated mucus-produdng 
cells lining the sockets o f the mandibular teeth.
The brown coloured caps o f  the pharyngeal teeth, visible in fresh material, were absent 
following decalcification.
This study revealed the surface and histological features o f the pharyngeal structures associated 
with filter feeding in O. nUoticus o f 9 mm up to 168 mm S. L., covering boththeparticulateandfilter 
feeding periods o f thdr life histories.
Gill rakers were observed as small projections o f taste-buds on the gill arches o f fish 9 mm S.L., 
gill raker number reaching a constant value at 30-60 mm S.L. Such aspects o f gill raker 
development in planktivorous fishes have been described by various authors Dz. de Ciechomski 
(1967), Sben (1969), IwaU (1976), K in g *  MacLeod (1976), O ’Conndl (1981) and Rosen ft Hales 
(1981).
Most studies on the filter feeding mechanism in fish have assumed a method o f mechanical 
sieving by the gill rakers. Measurement o f gill raker length and inter-raker distance in determining 
mesh size has been performed by King ft  MaeLeod (1976), Durbin (1979), Wright, O Brien ft 
Luecke (1983). However, King ft  MacLeod (1976) point out that a filtering mesh, finer than 
measurements suggest, result from interlocking o f the gill rakers and thar denticles on the upper 
and lower arches. The construction o f a fine mesh due to denticles on the gill rakers has been noted 
by Dz. de Ciechomski (l% 7 ) and Shen (1969). IwaU (1976) described the fusion o f parts of 
adjacent gill rakers in the phytoplanktivorous silver carp, Hypoptilhalm ichlhys m oU trix .
The short, dub-like gill rakers o f O. nilolicus are not typical for a planktivorous mode o f feeding 
whereby mechanical sieving is the only means o f filtration. The shortness o f the gill rakers and their 
relatively wide spadng would apparently not produce an effective filter. However, observation of 
fresh spedmens revealed that the gill rakers o f neighbouring arches do interdigiute. Although 
results show the gill rakers to be wider than the inter-raker distances, interdigitation probably 
occurs due to the structures bang fleshy protuberances filled with much loose connective tissue. 
The interdigiution o f gill rakers has been observed in the phytoplanktivorous Tilapia esa ikm a  
(Greenwood. 1953). From histological sections o f whole heads and general dissection, it was 
apparent that the buccal cavity is dorsoventrally flatteiKd. Liem ft Osse (1975) sute that such a 
cavity can be more easily enlarged by movements o f the floor o f the mouth, whereas a mouth with 
greater depth may benefit from lateral movement o f the side walls. The passage o f  water throu^ 
the buccal cavity o f O . nitoiicus. due mainly to movements o f  the mouth floor, would not require 
excessive lateral movement o f the gill arches. This, combined with the tightness o f the 
interdigiution due to w ida gill rakers than inta-raker disunce, may serve to limit the extent o f 
lateral movement o f the gill arches mainuining the ‘sieve’ .
In live fish, the gill arches are orienuted so that the anterior face and those o f the gill rakers are 
exposed to the water current. The trailing keel o f the gill rakers abut adjacent gill rakas of
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neighbouring gill arches and perhaps Ihe neighbouring arch ilself. In this alignment Ihe taste-buds 
o f the gill rakers face into the water current, whereas the targe mucous cells o f the trailing keel face 
into the pores o f the sieve. Iwai (1964) gave a comprehensive atxount o f taste-bud occurrence in 
freshwater, marine and euryhaline species. In fishes with numerous taste-buds in the branchial 
region, they are more densely arrang^ along the anterior surface o f the gill rakers and arches so 
that they are near the pathway o f engulfed food and respiratory currents. This was observed to be 
the case in O . nUolicus. Iwai swtes that if  the gill rakers play an essential part in a filter feeding 
mechanism, a sensory function for concentrating materials on the gill rakers is expected. The 
association o f taste-buds with the gill arches and rakers o f O . n ilo lic ta  from early in development 
(9 mm S.L.) suggests the importance o f these structures in filter-feeding.
Reutter, Breipohl & Bijvank (1974) described three types o f uste-buds in the head gut o f 
X iphophona hekleri Heckel. Due to the depression around the base o f some taste-buds, it was 
hypothesized that they may also serve a mechanoreceptor function. The rows o f taste-buds on the 
anterior edges o f the gill rakers may also serve such a function due to their isolation in a single 
projecting row. The uste-buds of the gill rakers o f O. niloticus were clearly larger and more 
numerous than those occurring on the vela, tongue and palate and this is the opposite o f what has 
been found in X . helleri. These dificrenccs may be related to feeding habit, as X . helleri is an 
omnivorous particulate feeder and, therefore, presumably oral and buccal handling of food items 
is more imporunt than processing by the gill rakers.
A  deu iM  account o f the structure and distribution o f uste-buds in the oro-pharyngeal wall o f 
CypriniiJ corpi'o is given by Sibbing & Uribe (1985).
Mucous cells were not common in the thick, stratified, stjuamous epithelium o f the gill rakers 
and arches that contained the taste-buds. However, Reutter (1980) suggests that in fish the large 
receptor villi o f the Uste-bud chemosensory cells possess only a very thin mucous surface coat, if 
any, and that they seem to contact taste molecules directly. The perception o f certain ammo acids 
as chemical feeding stimulants has been shown for the herbivorous fish Tilapia z illii by Johnsen & 
Adams (1986).
The anterior face and sides o f the gill arch contain small, goblet mucous cells, whereas the keel o f 
the gill rakers is characterized by targe, clavate mucous cells. Two distinct types o f mucous cell 
have been shown by Asakawa (1970). Yamada & Yokote (1975) and Bullock. Roberts & Gordon 
(1976), although their morphological dilferences were not associated with difierences in 
histochemical nature. Saxena & Kulshrestha (1981) found two well dilferentialed mucous cells 
that secrete different mucosiibslanccs in the epidermis o f Myxntx (m yx litx i riiiiitiix.
The elongate mucous cells associated with the trailing keel o f the gill rakers secrete an acidic 
mucosubstance. In mammalian systems, viscosity increases as the acidic glycoprotein content of 
the mucus increases (Jones. Bulduc &  Reid, 1973; Iravani &  Melville, 1974). ,ind as the 
composition o f mucus from lish and niamnials is similar, its viscosity probably changes in a simitar 
manner (Solanki &  Benjamin. 1982). Due to the occurrence and type o f mucus produced bjr the 
clavate mucus cells, it is proposed that this mucus forms a ‘net' in the pores o f the branchial sieve. 
This mucus may also have increased particle capturing properties due to its eharged acidic groups. 
The function o f charge in the capture o f particles by the Pacifie brittle star has been shown by
LaBarbera (1978). . . .
Flood (1981) found a net-like ultrastructure for the feeding mucus o f various marine animals 
and slated that it could be a fundamental property of mucus. This property would enhance the 
ability o f mucus secreted by the gill rakers lo act as an actual sieve.
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The presence of the neutral and neutral/acidic mucus on the anterior face and medial airf lateral 
sides>of the gill arch may act in regulating transport o f the captured particles to the posterior o f the 
buccopharyngeal chamber. It is assumed that this mucus would be less viscous.
The only diifeiential distribution o f mucus cells on the gill arches o f O . n ilo licu i was the 
association o f the large clavate cells with the trailing keel o f  the gill rakers. There were no apparent 
differences between sections o f the same gill arch or between different gill arches. Friedland ( 1985) 
showed that there were higher proportions o f acidic cells on gill arch IV in the Atlantic menhaden, 
and suggests that, together with the spacing o f branchiospinules on the gill rakers, the gill arch» 
become progressively belter at filtering small particles from exterior to interior. Furthermore, it 
was shown that there was a differential distribution o f mucous cells on the gill rakers. Mallat 
(1981) found that in the pharynx o f the larval lamprey alcian blue non-rcaclive cells were located 
lateral to alcian reactive celb. in a situation where only small, easily trapped particles were likely to
Sibbing & Uribe (1985) found that mucous cells producing sialomucines occurred in tlw anterior 
part o f the oro-pharynx o f the carp and that sulfomucines only appeared in the posterior part of 
the pharynx. These mucosubstances were produced by morphologically different types o f mucous 
cells. It was hypothesized that the highly viscous sulfomucines aid in trapping small particles, 
aggregating them into boluses, and lubrication o f the chewing pad. and that the Icm viscous 
sialomucines maintain a laminar flow during suction and lubrication o f particle handling in the 
pharynx.
The use o f mucus in the feeding mechanisms o f anuran larvae has been reported by many 
workers including Savage (1952). Kenny (l969o. h ) and Wassersug (1972). Kenny (l% 9*) found 
the mucus-secreting epithelium o f various species to be PAS positive but alcian blue non-reactive. 
and staled that it contained no protein, being a glycolipid. However, its viscosity could still be high 
as Law (1960) slates that the’cord factor’ o f tuberculosis bacilli, associated with the characteristic 
tendency o f these organisms to aggregate in long cords, is a glycolipid. Lewis ( 1970) suggests that 
the proportion o f phospholipids may determine the relative viscosity o f fish mucus.
A  survey o f the teeth o f Orem  hron m  mossamhicus (Peters) has been undertaken by Lanzing 4  
Higginbotham (1976). Trewavas (1983) describes the pharyngeal jaws o f many tilapiinc species 
and Greenwood (1953) o f many lU ip loch ronm  species.
The taste-buds on the pharyngeal jaws arc similar to those o f the toothed, masticating apparatus 
o f X . M I c r i  described by Rcuttcr i t ill. (1974). The abundance in larvae of 14 20 mm S.L.. and 
decrease as the standard length increases, appears to be correlated with the change in diet from 
particulate to filter feeding (Trewavas. 1983) and the consequent change in function o f the 
pharyngeal pads from handling single prey items to mucus-bound phytoplankton. Selection of 
food items may take place at the pharyngeal pads during particulate feeding on single prey items.
A distinctive feature o f the mucous cells of the lips and pharyngeal pads was the production o f a 
sulphaled mucosubstance. A secretion of sulphated mucus would act as a viscous lubricant and the 
attachment o f this lubricant to the pads would be enhanced by the microridges o f the surface 
epithelium. The increase in mucous cell number observed in larger fish may indicate an increased 
need for lubrication as the diet changes to phytoplanktivory and the pads function as mechanical 
rakers o f mucus and trapped algae into the oesophagus.
The disappearance o f the brown coloured caps o f the teeth following décalcification suggests the 
presence o f enamcloid. Schmidt ( 1969) notes that the colour is due to iron oxide associated with the 
cnamcloid. Motta (1986) suggests that his iron layer represents a specialization to harden the teeth.
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rcsisling abrasion and cracking. The presence o f a hard layer over Ihe pharyngeal jaw lecth o f 
O. n ilo licu i would help prevent UHilh damage during the raking aclion o f the pharyngeal jaws.
Summary
A study o f the structure and development o f the feeding apparatus o f Oreochrim iis n ilolicus  
(Trewavas) was made using light and scanning electron microscopy. The gill rakers were observed 
to be club-like projections o f the gill arch with an anterior face covered in taste-buds and a 
posterior trailing keel. Development o f gill raker structure was complete at about 40 mm S.L.
There were two morphologically distinct types of mucous cell associated with the branchial 
apparatus. The gill rakers contained large numbers o f clavate mucous cells that produced a 
sialyated glycoprotein. It is proposed that this mucus is used as an entrapment mechanism in the 
pores o f the branchial sieve. The clavate mucous cells first became apparent at 18 -22 mm S. L.. and 
by 36 mm S.L. they ate widely distributed in the gill rakers. The mucous cells o f the gill arch are 
small goblet cells producing a neutral or neutral/acidic mucus.
Regression analysis o f the relationships between fish standard length and gill raker number, 
width and spacing showed that these parameters were related exponentially over Ihe fish lengths 
analysed.
The study o f the upper and lower pharyngeal jaws revealed aspects o f surface ullrasiruclure and 
development. The pharyngeal jaws contain large mucous cells that secrete a sulphated mucus 
which is proposed to act as a ‘heavy’ lubricant during Ihe raking aclion described by Greenwood 
(1953) and Aerts. dc Vree &  Vandewallc (1986). Sulphaled mucous cells were also observed in the 
sockets o f the mandibular teeth. Development o f the pharyngeal pads with respect to structure and 
tooth density is complete by 40 mm S.L.
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